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ABSTRACT
Factors Affecting Interorganizational Cooperation
(February 1977)

M.B.A.

,

Robert S. Donnelly, A.S., University of Alaska
Harvard University, Ed D
University of Massachusetts
.

Directed by:

.

,

Professor Jeffrey W. Eiseman

Drawing on the literature relating to interorganizational cooperation, innovation and change, a list was developed of the factors

known or believed to affect cooperative ventures between organizations.
The list thus developed was applied to a project which was initiated
by a university and which required the joint efforts of a community

college and a local school department.

Most of the factors on the list

were found to have been influential on the course of the project reviewed and three additional factors were noted.

The factors which

were most important to the project of concern were:
1.

Lack of resources,

2.

Territoriality, and

3.

Characteristics and authority of boundary
personnel

Finally, suggestions are made as to additional research which
learning
might further develop the list of factors and comment about the

derived from the project is provided.
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CHAPTER

I

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Introduc t ion

One seemingly eternal question in contemplating people, is why we
do as we do, both in isolation and in groups.

Much studying has been

done of people as individuals and people in groups.
done regarding the interaction of groups

-

Much less has been

organizations.

attempt to make some comments in that area

-

This is one

to reach a better under-

standing of why organizations behave as they do.
This paper recounts the history of a project that failed.

Since

the author was personally involved in the project, the fact that it

failed has great personal significance - it was, in part, a personal
failure.

But neither successes nor failures are really important of

themselves.

What is important is what can be learned from them, espe-

cially the failures.

As a currently popular poster points out, they

that do not learn from history are doomed to repeat it.

ultimate purpose of this paper

- to

That is the

help the author, and hopefully

others, learn from what happened on one project, so that it need not

happen again.
The project recounted here was an attempt to initiate an adult

learning center in a medium-sized community in Massachusetts.

design for the learning center came from
the author was also involved.

a

The

research project in which

The support for the implementation of

Massachusetts at Amherst
the research idea came from the University of
of the University, the
The implementation required the cooperation

2

local school department of the town in which the
center was to be located,

and a community college which was located nearby.
izat Lons were to be involved in what was

,

Because the three organ-

for them, a new venture

,

it

could be

classed as an innovat ive project involving interorganizational cooperation.
lor a number of reasons,

little pre-planning, beyond the research

project, was done before activities in the community were initiated,
ihe activities sought to involve the three necessary agencies and to

establish an operating learning center.

Those activities continued

until it became apparent that "outside" (grant) funding for the center
could not be obtained that year.

At about that same time,

the Univer-

sity's own budget was reduced such that the controlling managers there
felt no longer able to either support the project or to provide matching

funds (the University's share) if a grant were obtained later.

point, the project ended.

At that

The learning center had not been established

and the project was a failure.

What Lhis paper will do, then, is to review what happened on that
project in a detailed, orderly way, seeking some generic lessons that
can be learned from it, so the next time can be different.

The review

and learning will be done by determining, through a review of the

literature, what is known at present, and, by analyzing this particular

experience, seeking to extend, by some incremental amount, current
reknowledge about why organizations act as they do, particularly in

gard to cooperative projects.

The Problem

project is useless, unless
Any attempt to learn from an individual

3

some basic knowledge can be derived which

ticular case at hand.
a

In this case,

is

applicable beyond the par-

answers could be sought as to why

specific adult learning center did not come into being

Massachusetts in 1975.

If we view

in

Town X in

the learning center project in more

generic terms, however, what we learn may have much greater value.

The

learning center, as was mentioned above, in reality was an innovative

project involving interorganizat ional cooperation.

Therefore, if we

seek to learn something about the factors which affect interorganizational cooperation, what we learn may have broader applicability.

The

question to be answered here, then, is - What are the factors which
inhibit or facilitate interorganizational cooperation?
As our society, our world, has grown more and more complex, it has

become necessary for each of us to limit the range of our activities
and to look to others for help in some areas.

Two hundred years ago,

our forepersons were much more nearly self-sufficient than we are now.
own
They grew their own food, built their own homes and raised their
stock.

Today, we buy food which was grown hundreds or even thousands

of miles from where we buy it.

Few of us are able even to repair many

the house itself,
of the contrivances in our homes, much less to build
if we owned any.
and very few of us have any place to keep stock

The

of labor in our personal
point is, that there is today great division

lives.

greater in industry,
Such differentiation of labor is even

government and the balance of our society.
there is an attendant increase
As the division of labor Increases,
in

organization.

structures
"Organization" is the development of

coordinated, or coordinates itself.
through which specialized labor is

to

accomplish complex tasks.

The structures themselves are called "or-

ganizations" and are usually distinguished by the
purposes they are
intended to serve.

There is business, within which there are manufac-

turing organizations, service organizations, retail organizations,
etc.
There are governments (which themselves are organizations) in each
of

which there are schools, departments of commerce, police departments,
etc.

And there are other organizations such as libraries, volunteer

groups, and so on.

Each of us is a member of many organizations

-

church,

business, community service, etc. - and most aspects of our lives are

affected by many, including business and government.
As organizations proliferate, their functions are apt to overlap
so that coordination between them is needed if redundancies and/or

conflicts are not to arise.

Interorganizational cooperation can be

defined as the coordination by organizations of their activities in an
effort to reduce conflict and/or to assist one another.

Just as it is

necessary for individuals to cooperate to achieve some common purpose,
so too must organizations.

Cooperation between organizations occurs all the time.
on a grand scale in World War II.

It occurred

Departments of environmental protec-

tion have been created to assist the cooperation between otherwise

independent agencies.

Trade associations enhance the transfer of infor-

mation between business concerns.

The United Way was created to reduce

an otherwise objectionable number of charitable solicitations.

At the

come readily
same time, illustrations of the failure to cooperate also
to mind.

of
World War II is a crushing illustration of a failure

governments to cooperate.

The Commissioner of Human Services in

Massachusetts resigned in 1975, in part, at least,
due tu pressure from
some of the agencies she was intended to
coordinate.

Businesses are

frequently prosecuted for unfair competition (and
sometimes for too
close cooperation).

A number of charities have not joined
the United

Way

Why cooperation happens in some cases and not in others,
we do not

know for sure.

Nor do we know for certain how to cause it.

However,

the alternatives to cooperation between organizations range from
wasteful to frightening.

In

government, the alternatives at the international

level include, as was mentioned, war, and at the local level, waste,

inefficiency and the resultant higher taxes.

In general, appropriate

levels of cooperation between organizations are beneficial to all con-

cerned through the conservation of resources and the reduction of conflict.
In the area of government services,
is presently very much needed.

interorganizational cooperation

In Connecticut,

the growth of state gov-

ernment over the last 25 years is graphically illustrated by the fact
that the State had 84 telephones listed in the 1950 Hartford telephone

directory and 920 in the 1975 directory.

(While some of those telephones

may represent different methods of use, there was no significant change
in the technology of telephony during that period,

so most of the change

reflects the number of agencies in existence.)
One area of governmental services where spectacular growth has oc-

curred is education.

In 1950,

community colleges were just coming into

and
being; state colleges were still "normal" schools (in most places)

universities were much smaller and often not multi-campus institutions.
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Yet despite its growth, current institutions in
post-secondary education

still are not prepared, individually, to meet the
needs of some of their

current groups of learners.

Adult learners are one such group.

An adult learning center,

(the focus of the project reported here),

required programs ranging from basic education (learning to read and
write), to college courses, to "enrichment" courses (handicrafts, tax

preparation, personal growth), if it is to meet the learning interests
of adults.

No existing institution is prepared, individually, to offer

such a broad range of courses.

Only through a cooperative effort can

those needs be met satisfactorily without redundance.

The project re-

ported here was one attempt to achieve that interorganizational cooper-

ation

.

The need to learn more about interorganizational cooperation in

education seems especially acute, since despite hordes of research
projects, few changes in education are implemented on a broad scale.
This paper concentrates on one aspect of the implementation process.
Thus,

the problem dealt with here is not only important, it is likely to

be difficult to resolve.

The Project

The project with which we are here concerned involved three educa-

tional institutions which were engaged in the development of an adult

learning center in one community in 1975.

Immediately, that project can

of knowledge about interbe seen to have some limitations as a source

organizational cooperation generally.

It involved a groupof educational

from
organizations and thus that which may be learned

it may well be

7

limited to projects in education.

It

is also

obviously limited to

a

given place, time and cast of characters, any of
which may limit its

transferability to other projects.

The project involved an attempt to

implement an idea - an idea which had been developed
previously through
a

research project.

Thus, it excludes at least one portion of the

innovation process - the conception of the project

-

which might also

constrain its future usefulness.
On the other hand, the project has some unique advantages as a

source of information.

It involves a mix of educational

institutions

-

in some ways a vertical slice through public education - and may,

therefore, offer more broadly applicable knowledge than would a con-

sortium of universities or some other homogeneous grouping.

The number

of organizations were few, so we may be better able to perceive the

transactions that occur between them.

The project was short enough

lived to permit reasonably comprehensive description.

And the author

was the project director of both the implementation and research

projects, and maintained detailed records of what transpired, providing

very thorough knowledge, albeit potentially subjective, of the project
in its entirety.

One final note about the general suitability of the project.

It

involved a change which was much more organizational than operational,
it

was to be an additional activity rather than a change in an existing

activity.

The idea was for the three organizations to cooperate in the

establishment and operation of a learning center.

An activity that was

minimal involveessentially external to the organizations and required
ment

of their personnel.

Only in the case of the school department was

8

any change in existing activities
to occur.

That change was a „,uve to a

new location - which was contemplated
in any case
of operation.

As a result,

- not a

change in mode

the problems involved in the
acceptance by,

and coordination and training of,
staff members were not encountered.
Ihat limitation makes this project
much easier to analyte because it

limits the number of people and their
interrelationships and interactions involved.

It may also make it somewhat simplistic.

The purpose of this paper is to seek to identify the
factors which

influence the willingness and/or ability of two or more organizations
to engage in a cooperative activity and, by doing so, to
facilitate

such activities in the future.

The identification will take place by

synthesizing existing research and using the factors identified there
to review a specific,

thoroughly documented project.

It

is expected

that the project review will suggest modifications to the list of

factors previously developed.
The balance of the dissertation will review the literature to de-

termine what is known about the factors believed to affect interorgani-

zational cooperation and which of those factors might be pertinent
here; a history of the project in some detail will be provided and that

history will be analyzed based on current research knowledge, to determine whether any of the factors previously identified were influential
in tills case and,

if so, which were and in what way(s)

;

conclusions will

be drawn as to the general applicability of these findings, and,

finally,

an editorial comment will be made by the author as to what, in retro-

spect,

it all means

to him as the research project director,

implementation project director and the author of this paper.

the
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CHAPTER

II

LITERATURE REVIEW

General

Any project newly undertaken by an organization is, by some
definitions, an innovation for that organization.

In that sense,

involving the cooperation of two or more organizations

innovation when it is initiated.
o

a

project

is one

type of

A survey of the literature on inter-

rganizat ional cooperation would, thus, have to encompass papers about

innovation as well.
In

reviewing the literature on innovation, it seems as if authors

writing in that area are unaware of the analyses which exist at the
interorganizational level.

Those authors see change at the organiza-

tional level as being so complex as to defy adequate description (see

Argyris,

1964) and as less developed than at either the level of the

individual or that of a population group (Rothman, 1974).

On the other

hand, with the notable exception of Aiken and Hage (1968), those in

interorganizational cooperation ignore the complexities of viewing such
projects in the framework of innovation and thus limit their consideration
to the impact of individuals,

small groups, etc.

While there is no

question that combining the two areas, interorganizational cooperation
and innovation, makes for a complex view,

it seems

the end product is to be of practical value.

to be unavoidable if

As a result, here the

and then
literature on interorganizational cooperation is reviewed first
of information
attention is turned to innovation for additional sources

project.
about the factors which might affect an interorganizational
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A Model

The author was fortunate to receive a group of unpublished papers

(Schermerhorn,

1973,

1974a,

1974b)

from a colleague, Dr. William Kraus

of the University of Hartford, early in the development of this paper.
In that series of papers,

Schermerhorn reviewed many earlier papers on

interorganizational cooperation and developed

a

model of the factors

involved in the decision of an organization to enter into

a

project in

I

cooperation with another, or some other, organization(s)

.

The model

consists of a series of hypotheses and propositions about the way in

which the Policy Unit of an organization arrives at its decision.
(Schermerhorn defines the Organization Policy Unit, OPU

,

as that group,

the agreement of which must be obtained if a cooperative activity is to

occur.)

The model is graphically depicted in Figure

Figure

1

1.

shows that the implementation of cooperation, which is

recognized as varying over time, by an organization, is affected by the
intrinsic opportunities available to the organization and the need the

OPU feels for such cooperation.

The opportunities can be internal or

external to the organization and include both normative (the acceptance
of the concept) and objective capacities.

The need felt by the OPU is

concept of
positively related to the openness that the OPU has to the
effort can
cooperation and the ease with which it feels the cooperative
be undertaken.

costs perThe need felt is negatively affected by the

ceived as resulting from the project.
is

The OPU's openness to cooperation

factors which may be
affected by the motivating and facilitating

present.

and costs is given.
A listing of factors, capacities

some strengths and weaknesses,
An inspection of the model suggested

1
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but it provided, at least, a convenient framework for the
collection of

affecting factors.

The strengths which were apparent were that it seemed

to lit logically the decision process as

it would

normally occur

rational weighing of costs, benefits and opportunities.

It

- a

appeared to

summarize the earlier literature and to synthesize the findings into

comprehensive structure.

it

provided

a

a

logical ordering of influential

factors so that some of their interactions were apparent and it seemed

capable of facilitating the identification and interpretation of the
factors in a "real" situation.

The weaknesses seen were that the OFU was

treated as a discrete entity when it may not be so coherent, that the

process was treated as being static when it is not and that the influence
of the nature of the project about which the organizations were to co-

operate was not considered.
A review of the other literature on interorganizational cooperation
and that on innovation was an obvious way to both validate Schermerhorn

model and its factors and to seek additional factors which might be
pertinent

'

s

Interorganiza t ional Cooperation
A review of the Literature relative to
interorganizational cooperation, as is true with most other limited areas of
inquiry, reveals

modest number of authors whose contributions serve as
or point of comparison for later writers.

a

a

starting point

While, as will be seen, the

work of scientists in this field is not directly additive,

a

convenient

basis for recounting the major ideas is generally chronological.

Interorganizational cooperation has occurred since time immemorial.
An early illustration in education is noted by Howard (1967) when he

mentions a faculty exchange program which involved the University of
Sankori at Timbuktu and Moorish University about 600 A.D.

The papers

which are referred to in current literature, however, tend

to end

in the

1950 's with one of the more frequently referenced papers being Thompson

and McEwen's 1958 article in the American Sociological Review

,

where

they write of interorganizational cooperation as one strategy used by

organizations in reacting to environmental pressures.

They treat organ-

izational behavior as the "management of interdependencies" which center

around the need to compete for available resources.

Organizations are

seen as behaving rationally in their own best interests with cooperation

also affected by the commonality of the goals of the organizations, their

awareness of potential partners and the effect cooperation will have on
the personal decision-making autonomy of the controlling persons.

Levine and White, in 1961, move beyond Thompson and McEwen to look
mo re closely at the nature of the organizations' "interdependencies".

with its
They set forth their concept of an organization's interaction
envi ronmeniit as a process of "exchanges".

They used twenty-two health

14

organizations as the sources of their data.

In

addition to the effect

of shortages of resources, Levine and White include
"domain" concerns

(the effect of

territoriality"), sharing of input and output sources

and the support or resistance of the organizations' staffs.

One other

factor, which is mentioned but not thoroughly dealt with, is specificity
of

function.

It appears

that they perceive an organization which has a

well defined function as feeling pressure to perform that function and
take action (including cooperative efforts) whenever it perceives

performance level which is unsatisfactory.

a

On the other hand, an organ-

ization with relatively vague, broad and/or general functions might not
so readily respond to gaps in service because it would simply redefine

its function to exclude the missing service.

This behavior, if it

exists (and to the author its existence offers a logical explanation of
,

is particularly pertinent

to interorganizat ional projects in education,

since the mission of most

personally observed organizational behavior)

public education organizations is vaguely defined.

Litwak and Hylton's 1962 paper (and the later work of Litwak and
his colleagues), seeing cooperation as embodied in "linkages" between

organizations, is widely quoted.

They focus not on the

exchanges

of

Levine and White, but on the mechanisms through which those exchanges
take place.

They consider the establishment and operations of coordi-

establishment
nating agencies in public service and seek the roots of the
of

those agencies.

of
In addition to the existence and recognition

common units of exactual interdependencies, they find a need for some
e.g., patients or clients,
change (to use Levine and White’s terminology),

cooperative effort.
case histories, etc., as necessary to a

LItwak and Hylton are relatively typical
of researchers in this
area.

They make specific reference to "exchanges”
and thus were obvi-

ously cognizant of Levine and White, but they choose
to pursue an almost
totally different line of inquiry rather than attempting
to extend in
some reasonably direct way Levine and White's efforts.

Seemingly, each

investigator (or group of investigators) did much the same, leaving
numerous generally parallel lines of inquiry until Schermerhorn attempted
to sort things out in 1974.

Where connections between studies can be

made (as with the exchange concept here), they will be noted.
Evan changes the focus from the interactions between organizations
and returns to Thompson and McEwen's environmental focus.

He makes the

environment more explicit, in one of the more innovative attacks on the
question, by suggesting in his 1965 paper, that interorganizational

relations are intersocial system relations.

He states that a fruitful

focus is the organization "set" involved - the group of organizations

with which the focal organization interacts in the normal course of
events.

The set concept enables Evan to suggest that organizations,

like people, are responsive to group norms and values and, thus, one

clue to the behavior of an organization is the norms which govern others
in its "set".

Evan also takes more cognizance than most of the other

theorists of the people involved by pointing out that the "role sets" of

"boundary" personnel are also an important factor.

Guetzkow (1966), returns to a concern (as in Litwak and Hylton) for
ability
the interaction process when he notes that one influence is the
of boundary personnel

(the authority vested in them)

sary action to effect cooperation.

to take the neces-

He sees organizations as being
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responsive to constraints in their "situational
context" and lists
large number of influences.

a

He also considers out-of-pocket as
well

as psychological and non-material costs.

Warren (1967), one of the more thoughtful authors,
investigates the
interrelationships in nine communities of six public service
agencies
which he titles "Community Decision Organizations".

He sees the exchanges

between organizations as being centered around concerted decision making
and,

in place of organizational "set"

ganization’s "field".

(per Evan), he consideres the or-

"Field" includes the community as well as the

organizations in the "set".

He,

too, finds "domain" a prime consideration

and notes that a significant factor is the recognition by the organization
that the cooperative effort could affect the outcome which is of concern.
In two papers which were concerned with interorganizational cooper-

ation in specific types of organizations, Reid (1964) and Murray (1970),
also contribute some factors to be considered.

In his investigation of

why there was so little coordination between agencies dealing with delinquency, Reid finds three conditions for coordination - shared goals, com-

plementary resources and efficient mechanisms for controlling exchanges.
He questions, however, whether,

in the case of the agencies he studied,

coordination would really be worth all the effort required.

In his later

paper at the Conference on Interorganizational Cooperation in Health
(1971), Reid centers on "scarcity of means" as the central determinant
of interorganizational activity.

He does note that organizations will

respond to esoteric interests and concludes that much organizational
sub-units
activity is "non-unitary" in character, meaning that different
of an organization interact in different ways.

In a paper

which focuses on interorganizationa] activity in educa-

tion, Murray specifies a series of conditions for the development of

consortia.

He tends to be pragmatic

in

many of his factors and one of

his more intriguing ideas is that the project for which the consortium
is

established cannot be essential to any of the organizations involved

or that organization will find the loss of control intolerable.

He

also finds similarities of role and function, size, status, etc., to be

important.

Whether the importance of those factors is peculiar to

educational institutions is not considered.

(Educational institutions

do strongly differentiate themselves on a status basis, whether to a

greater degree than other organizations is impossible to state with

certainty

.

As is apparent, the various analysts and theoreticians approach

interorganizational cooperation from a number of perspectives - the
internal structure of the organizations, the way in which they are linked,
the mechanisms of the linking process, etc.

The approach they use often

depends on the definition of cooperation they have chosen.

The defini-

consideration
tion given earlier, that cooperation involves deliberate

with the excepof another organization, is deliberately non-restrictive
rather than accidentally,
tion that the consideration is given deliberately
factors regardless of
and thus enables taking into account affecting
limits imposed on the interaction.

In fact, variations in definition are

beneficial for present purposes, since they impel
might result.
tors where otherwise more uniformity

a

proliferation ot facSince the interest

are influential, the richer the
here is to discern those factors which
to be
the significant factors are
field Which is available, the more apt
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found

Table

1

summarizes in very concise form the factors
noted by the

various authors reviewed, including Schermerhorn

verbally above.

It

and some not described

,

reflects the source, the data source which was
used

(when given), the definition used or area of interest
involved and the

facilitating factors noted.

(In many cases, of course,

the authors

noted the factors as inhibiting not facilitating.

In those cases,

inverse was recorded in Table

physical remoteness

For instance,

1.

was stated as an inhibiting factor, Table
as a facilitating factor.
be questioned, however,

1

if

the

reflects physical proximity

The validity of such inversions can certainly

the terminology (inhibiting/ facilitating)

is

permissive not obligatory and care was taken to ensure the comparability
of the terms used.)

There are many redundant items in Table

1

made to reduce or eliminate such redundancy.
and categorized per Schermerhorn'

Table

1

s

because no attempt was
The items are consolidated

model in Table

Where an item from

2.

appears to be subsumed in one of Schermerhorn'
In some cases,

s

categories, it

the items seem not

is

shown indented below that category.

to

fit any of Schermerhorn s categories and, in that case, they are
'

Thus, Table

listed under a newly devised category.

oration and extension of Schermerhorn

'

s

model.

If

2

reflects an elab-

the original deline-

ation and subsequent consolidation were adequately done, Table

2

sum-

marizes all the individual factors made explicit by all the authors
reviewed and orders them in a fashion intended to facilitate their use
as an analytical framework.

There are other considerations, however,

overlooked.
that some of the authors suggest should not be totally

TABLE

1

SUMMARY OF FACTORS BY AUTHOR

Source

Data Source

Thompson
& McEwen

?

(1958)

Interest or
Definition Used

facilitating or Motivating
Factors Noted

Management of
Interdependencies

-

resource scarcity

- awareness of potential

partners
- commonality of goals
- retention of personal

decision-making autonomy
-

Levine
White

&

22 health organizations

"exchange"

- resource scarcity
- concensus on domain

(1961)

separateness

and
Levine
White St
Paul

- shared resource sources
- specificity of function

147 health
administrators

(need to meet demand)
- support of staff
- retention of image
- complementarity of goals

(1963)

Litwak
Hylton

St

7

Coordinating
agencies

St

-

?

-

(1970)

Reid
(1964,
1971)

-

(1962)
and

Litwak
Rothman

recognition of cooperation as an alternative
response to environment

existence of interdependencies
awareness of interdependencies
availability of units of
exchange
availability of resources
relatively few organizations

- shared goals
- complementary resources
- efficient mechanisms for

7

controlling exchanges
belief effort is worthwhile
- scarcity of means
- similar values
-

Evan
(1965)

7

Organization
"set"

- output competition
- complementary functions
- overlapping memberships
-

overlapping goals and values

TABLE

^_°- l LCT:£

Data Source

1

(continued)

Interest or
Defi nition Used

Evan
(1965)
(cent

Facilitating or Motivating
Factors Noted
- values,

.

-

Guetzkow

?

(1966)

Constraints in
situational
context

-

-

(

-

-

-

Warren

54 public serv-

0967,

ice agencies
(Community De-

1971
1972)

cision Organizations)

Concerted decision making

etc. of other
organizations in "set"
role set" of boundary
personnel
large number of organizations in set
scarcity of input resources
free inter-flow of information, people, products

mind set of person in
cont rol
recognized interdependence
retention of autonomy
distinct organizational
roles
common threat or crisis
contact (physical, communicatory)
authority vested in boundary personnel
shared input resources
opportunity (ideological,
objective)
distinct input-output
markets
retention of prestige
acceptable cost (communications, transportation)
retention of strategic
position

coercion (power reward)
preservation or expansion
of domain
- similarity of domain interests
- ability to scan environment
- more benefits than costs
- cooperation seen as relevant choice
- available resources
- prior favorable experience
- opportunity to balance
internal conflicting
values
-
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TABLE

Source

Data Source

1

(continued)

Interest or
Def In It ion Used

Warren

-

affirmative norms of organizational "field"
- knowledge of potential
partner
- recognized relationship
of cooperation to
desired outcome
- valued inducements offered

0967,
1971 ,
1972)
(i'ont.

Aiken
Hage
(

Facilitating or Motivating
Factors Noted

)

&

16 health organizations

Joint programs

-

scarcity of resources

- benefits outweigh costs
- retention of autonomy

1968 )

Murray

-

(1970)

-

-

Starkweather
(1970)

?

Health facility mergers

-

-

-

expected cost savings
extra-organizational
"encouragement"
physical proximity
acceptance by staff
acceptance by governing
body
comparability of status,
prestige
acceptance by sources of
support
unessentiality of project
similarity of role and
function
similarity of size
prior successful experience
lack of other alternatives
surety of significant
benef its

high general economic
activity
preceding period of high
technological change
rapid change in client
group
numerous, moderatelysized organizations
complementary functions
and goals
perceived threat to survival
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TABLE

a Sou rces

!jil L .

1

(continued)

Interest or
Defi nition Used

Starkweather

-

homogeneity of personnel
in two organizations
- involvement of professional personnel

(1970)
(cont
.

Turk

Hospital Conncils in 130

(1970,
1973)

e it

lacilitating or Motivating
Factors Noted

Scale and diversity

- availability of resources
- value attached to coop-

ies
-

eration
diversity (resources available)

Bel 1 in
(1971)

?

Reid (1971)

-

Bou ding

?

Economics

- plentiful resources
- full knowledge of po-

1

(1971)

knowledge of potential
partner
- acceptance by people involved
- truly positive motives
- cooperation seen as
positive value

tential partner
- relative internal harmony

Sheri
(1971)

- inter-organizational

?

contacts
- inter-organizational com-

—

?

Grupe

-

-

(1973)

—

)

Mills

munications
meetings of inter-organizational leaders
expected cost savings
extra-organizational
"encouragement"

- linking people

(1973)

idge
(1974)

B.i

1

d

>

r

Schermerhorn
(1973,
1974b)

1974a,

Survey of
liospita Is

Schools

-

Synthesis of
] iterature

-

supra-organizational
endorsement

acceptance by Organizational Policy Unit
- "open" boundaries
- mutual need
- domain separation

TABLE
1

Sourc e
Se.hermerhorn
(1973, i 97 An
1974b)
(cont
.

D/tt a

Sources

Ue

(continued)

1

f

nt crest
i

n

i t

ion Used

Facilitating or Motivating
Factors Noted
geographic proximity
resource shortage
- performance distress
- high expected value return
- extra-organizational pressure
- lack of alternatives
- acceptability of perceived
costs
- valued
- acceptable loss of autonomy

-
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TABLE

AFFECTING FACTORS INTEGRATED
Motiva ti ng C o nd

i

L

i

on

Resource shortage
Performance distress
Specificity of function
Significant value expectancy
Normative
Objective
Internal
External (domain)
Outside pressure
Lack of other alternatives
Positive past experience

Facilitating Condition s
Permeable boundaries
Overlapping memberships
Interflow of people, information, products
Homogeneity of personnel
groups
Awareness of interdependencies
Perceived common threat or
crisis
Shared input resources
Output competition
Organizational contact
Awareness of potential
partners
Cooperation recognized as
alternative
Units of exchange available
Mechanisms for controlling
exchange available
Domain not a sensitive issue
Commonality of goals, values
Complementary goals, functions
Distinctiveness of goals
Acceptance by staff
Role set of boundary
personnel
Authority vested in boundary
personnel
Acceptable loss of decisionmaking autonomy
Unessentiality of project

I

NTO SC11ERMERH0RN
Fac 1 1 1 ta t i

'

S

MODEL

ig Conditions (cont.)
Surety of expected benefits
i

Capacities
Intraorganizat ional
Resources available
Relative internal
harmony
Professional personnel involved
External environment
Large number of organizations
in "set"
Values of "set"
Comparability of size, prestige, etc.

General economy high
C osts

Unfavorable impact on autonomy
Unfavorable impact on image
Excessive drain on resources
Incompatible operating goals
"Territorial" conflicts

Opportunities to Cooperate
Internal norms and capacity
Resources available
Acceptance of staff
Acceptance by supporters
Cooperation valued
External norms and capacity
Proximity of partners
Acceptance by community
Cooperation valued by "set"
Potential partners exist
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Time.

Schermerhorn

'

s

model considers time by noting that the

Implementation of the cooperative venture will vary over time.
(1971) points out

Thompson

that the relations between organizations may change

over time due to changes in the goals pursued, the people involved,
etc.
llellin

(1971) suggests that behaviors will vary over time, thus the

relationships which exist may not persist and care must be taken to try
to

recognize those which may be time dependent and those which are apt

to be more persistent.

Some recognition of the possible effects of the

passage of time needs to be made more explicit in the model.
The Human

.

Turk (1970, page

2)

makes an assumption which eliminates

the need for him to be concerned with the human factor in an organization
by assuming that "...individual's behaviors depend upon the presence of

organizations that encourage or accept them and that organizations are
primary determinants for such behaviors".

Turk seems to feel that the

organization affects the person's behavior without the reverse being
true.

Greenfield (1973) on the other hand, in discussing how to "human-

ize" schools, points out that organizations are the values and beliefs
of the people who make them up.

He says that the people in an organi-

zation act in ways which are consistent with each person's perception of
the organization and his role in it.

Regardless which (organization or

Beilin
person) is dependent on the other, most of the authors, including

(1971),

indicate
Evan (1965), Thompson (1967), and Schermerhorn (1974b),

in trying to undeithat the people in an organization must be considered

stand and predict the behavior of the organization.

Schermerhorn recog-

Organizational Policy Unit,
nizes the human element by establishing his
will act in a wholly rational
but he then proceeds to assume that the OPU
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manner

He does not state that assumption, but
simply bases his model

.

on the GPU response to strictly cognitive
inputs.

That a group acting

concert will tend to be more rational than a
single individual (ex-

in

cluding mobs) seems assured, but absolute rationality
seems too much to
expect.

More cognizance of the "people" element appears
to be needed

in the model and will be considered below.

Mo t ive s
a

.

The decision to do or not do something, such as engage in

cooperative activity, is made by a single individual in very few organi-

zations.

Thus, the motivation for such action is normally complex with

each member of the Organizational Policy Unit, or its equivalent, having
his or her own motivations.

In such a situation,

the decision is more

likely to represent a blend of motivations than that of a single person

acting alone, because one person's interests will be counterbalanced by
another's.

At the same time, those varying motives are apt to be re-

flected in different sub-units of the organization, so that one subunit will be acting from one motivation and another from a different one.
In

viewing into rorganizat ional ventures, where more than one organization

is

necessarily involved, trying to discern the real motive(s) of even

one of the organizations may be very, very difficult.

There seems to be

no way to compensate for this difficulty in the model, but it must be

borne in mind.

Beilin (1971) suggests that even if the OPU states a motivation,
it

may not be the real one.

He recognizes the possibility that ulterior

another
motives, such as the diversion of one organization from some prize
has

in

mind, may exist behind the publicly stated logic.

points out that

a

Lhompson (1971)

cooperative effort can be viewed as a tension relaxing
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mechanism which releases power which can then be applied
elsewhere.
Certainly a standard tactic in the political arena is the
formation of
alliances as a means of making one's flanks less vulnerable.
studies reviewed sought to observe whether such
in the cooperative activities analyzed.

a

None of the

tactic was involved

All treated the cooperative

activity as a discrete one and did not mention secondary effects such as
indirect gains.

Whether there is any way to foresee deliberately devious

tactics through a model is problematical.

If

the model is inclusive

enough and gives the various considerations appropriate weighting, such
"real" motives would be recognized.

A number of tests of the model

would be required to determine its sensitivity in this area.

Commitment

.

Reid (1971) offers one measure of the real motives of

an organization when he suggests that one measure of the commitment of
an organization to any venture is the number of its elements it permits
to become involved.

If

few elements are involved, the commitment of

the organization is small and vice versa.

While the number of elements

may neither facilitate nor inhibit the cooperative effort, according to
Reid,

it

occurs.

can serve to validate the degree of cooperation which actually
It

may also serve to validate the cooperation given by an or-

ganization as compared to that which is espoused by its controlling
personnel.

This consideration does not seem to be appropriate as part

of the
of the model, but it may serve as a guideline as to the validity

the resuLts
motives of the organization and thus as a guideline to assess

the model may give.
Co mpetitive balance

.

Warren (1967) states that competition between

in the public service
organizations is not always undesirable, especially
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area.

In his view,

competition can serve as

a

mechanism for allocating

resources since the competing organizations will
each present its

strongest case for increasing its allocation.

Since society has con-

flicting values, the allocation of resources may
show the ascendant
values at a given time.
points benefits

the.

Having skillful proponents argue opposing view-

decision-maker by making him/her fully informed,

although it may make the decision difficult.

The point is that in being

concerned for the factors affecting cooperation, where
zation (or its equivalent,

a

a

supra— organi-

resource allocation body) exists, coopera-

tion may not be desired for fully objective, honorable reasons - a

condition to be alert to for future reference.
The literature on interorganizational cooperation thus provides

significant number of factors which may affect the course of such
project, at least some of which have empirical support.

It

a

a

provides at

least one rather thorough ordering and synthesizing of those factors
into a model which may enable a reasonably logical analysis of a given

project.

It also suggests some general considerations which should be

regarded when an analysis is attempted.

But is it enough?

If

the

establishment of an interorganizational cooperative activity is viewed
as an innovation,
is

an additional group of papers must be considered.

It

those papers to which attention is now turned.

Innovation

The literature on innovation has expanded rapidly over the last
four decades.

A great deal of

investigation has gone on in industry with

and
modern efforts generally dating from the Hawthorne studies of Mayo
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his colleagues in 1927-32.
1

Much more has been written over the last

teen years than over the first twenty-five
since Mayo.

covered the whole period, although

it

This review

has concentrated on the more

recent studies.

Innovation is also written of as change or the change
process.
is

always true,

it

has been variously defined.

As

The definition of in-

novation as being any new activity for an organization, is a common one
and will not constrain the review of papers in the area.

other definitions (especially Mohr,

1969)

Some of the

have distinguished between

innovation and invention with invention being the conceptualization of

something which is in fact new and innovation being the adoption of

something which is new to the adopter.

Such a distinction is not nec-

essary for present purposes.

A distinction is also made in the literature between phases of an

innovation with agreement being reached on at least Lewin's (1958) unfreezing, changing and refreezing.
add at least one or two more stages.

evaluation, trial and adoption.

Most authors, such as Rogers (1962),

Rogers uses awareness, interest,

Again, while it is desirable to be a-

ware that the process is seen as having stages, the stages are of

peripheral interest here.
Bennis (1969) identifies the elements of concern in relation to an
innovation, or in his terminology a change, as being the client system,
the change effort,

breakdowns

ol

the change program and the change agent.

Explicit

the components involved in change were not found elsewhere,

or another.
but many authors concerned themselves with one component

education are the
Miles (1964) does note that the controlling factors in

JO

nature of the system, the characteristics of the innovation itself, the

"readiness" of the system for change and the process by which change
attempted.

is

The conglomerate picture is one which suggests that the

"client system" is inclusive of individuals, the subgroups they work
in,

the organization as an entity and the environment within which the

organization operates.
been spoken of here.

The "change effort" is the innovation as

it has

The "change program" is the process used to initi-

ate the desired change and the "change agent" is the person, persons or

organization initiating and seeking to carry through the change.

Thus,

from the standpoint of innovation literature, the components are:
1.

The people involved.

2.

The group (s) those people work in.

3.

The organization(s) of which those groups are a part.

4.

The environment in which those organizations operate.

5.

The process intended to be used to implement the innovation, and

6.

The person (group or organization) advocating the innovation
the change agent.

Table

3

reflects the characteristics noted for innovative people.

(Redundancies have been minimized.)

Mohr (1969, page 114) points out

into a social situation
that "The introduction of innovative practices

uncertainty, risk or
implies actions that entail a certain amount of
hazard".

behavior of people, groups,
He seems to have found the key to the

- the recognition of and
organizations, etc., etc., toward innovation

response to risk.

if he/she perA person is more apt to be innovative

inconsequential.
ceives the risk as relatively low or

The risk would be

"odd ball"
to lose (is a dissident, an
seen as low if the person had little
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TABLE

3

CHARACTERISTICS OF INNOVATIVE PEOPLE (by author)

Altman (1966)

- job

Baldridge (1974)
tial

-

related rather than personal characteristics
older, higher position, more education, more influen-

Barnett (1953) - dissidents

Eichholz

&

Rogers (1964) - less parochial

Griffin (1974) - venturesome, cosmopolitan, young, high social status,
consults with "outsiders", consults with other innovators
Griffiths (1964)
Hage

&

-

Aiken (1970)

"outsider"
-

idealist, self-protective

Havelock (1973) - intelligent, risk-taker, traveler, reader, "odd ball",
competent, experienced, accepted by work group
Loy (1969) - imaginative, dominant, sociable, self-sufficient

Mohr (1969) - accepting of change, "professional", personally interested,
opinion leader

Morgan (1972) - non-conformist, secure
Rothman (1974) - majority group member, does not live in rural area,
socially active
self-assertive, complex, independent

Taylor (1964)

-

Thompson, V.,

(1965) - creative
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or an outsider),

is

very secure in his position (older,
higher position,

more influential). Is able to view the
innovation and his involvement in
a broader
e a

perspective (cosmopolitan, "professional",
intelligent) or may

little rash (young,

idealistic).

1

hus a person with any of those

characteristics could be expected to be innovative.
As the literature relative to work groups and
organizations was re-

viewed,

it

became apparent that those two categories could not really be

distinguished

in

many cases.

It was necessary to search under both cat-

egories, but the results are intermixed, thus, Table

findings for both categories
shown in Table

A

-

A

reflects the

work groups and organizations.

What are

are the characteristics of a work group or organization

which influence its members to be or not to be innovative, or the char-

acteristics which correlate with organizations which are innovative.
(Again,

redundancies have been minimized.)

Surveying the information in Table A, it is apparent that the risk
involved in innovating is a decisive element at the organizational level
also.

Innovation is seen as risky for an organization and requires some

motivational drive.

Given some motivation to change, the characteristics

which are conducive to innovation are for the organization to be small,
recently formed with a participatory, non-hierarchal structure, having
many professional employees, performing quality oriented operations,

having resources available to be used in the change effort and operating
in a

rapidly changing environment.

Table

5

records the environmental factors which various authors have

found influence the innovation process.

They are not dissimilar from

those affecting either people or organizations.

Generally larger, more
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TABLE

4

CHARACTERISTICS OF INNOVATIVE WORK GROUPS /ORGANIZATIONS
(by author)

Aiken

Huge (1968) - complex (division of labor), many internal communications channels, numerous joint programs, decentralized
decision-making, need for resources, diverse jobs, more profess ional i sm
&

Aiken (1970) - less formalization (non-bureaucrat ic )
less
stratification, not volume oriented, not efficiency oriented,
high job satisfaction, structure more important than personnel
involved

llage 6

,

Altman (1966) - task more important than personnel, past experience
Baldridge (1974)

-

larger, complex, wealthy, strong leader, under stress

Benne (1969) - changeable in adjacent heirarchal levels, changeable at
policy-making level, accepted by formal and informal structures

Blau (1956) - non-authoritarian
Burns

Stalker (1961) - organic (fluid, professional, decentralized
dec is ion-maki ng)
&

Deal (1974) - changeable structure, complex

Eichholz

&

Rogers (1964) - wealthy, conducive criteria of evaluation

Evan (1965) - conducive value system, change valued, few input sources,
shared members, large "set", shared goals, complementary functions,
scarce input resources, competing for clients, changing technology

Griffiths (1964)

-

new leader, "close" subunits

experience,
Gross (1971) - external pressure, internal tension, prior
participatory
outside change advocate,

Guetzkow (1966) - non-hierarchal
Harvey

&

Mills (1970)

-

size, age, size of product line

participatory management, leadHavelock (1973) - cohesiveness of group,
strength of leaders
er's style status congruence, status level,
of resources, internal
posit ion perception of crisis, availability
"openness"

Homans (1950)

-

mutual dependence of members,

p ressure

from outside

TABLE

4

(continued)

Lewin (1939) - more cohesion in democratically lead group
Likert (1967) - supportive leadership

Mayhew (1971)
gent

- continuity of personnel, strong placement of
change afew vested interests, "successful" organization

,

Miles (1964) - measureable results, mechanical rather than people based
Mohr (1969) - needed people available, broad goals, "slack", rapidly
changing environment

Mytinger (1967)

-

favorable expected reaction of other organizations

Nasatir (1967) - precise goals
Rosner (1968) - unmindful of economic pressure, favorable value system
of set

Rothman (1974) - changing environment, large number of professionals,
small, informal
Sarason (1971)

-

favorable experience, change valued

Schermerhorn (1973)

-

perceive need, not distressed

Starkweather (1970) - homogeneous personnel
Thompson,

J.

(1967) - perceived as rational, secure "domain"

Thompson, V. (1965) - in situation of conflict and uncertainty, favorabl
intrinsic reward structure, diffused evaluative structure

Utterback (1971) - diverse task assignments
mix of
Zalesnik (1958) - favorable external system values, favorable
member values

performance gap, conZaltman (1973) - unsatisfied with status quo, see
ducive incentives offered members, willing to risk
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TABLE

5

CHARACTERISTICS OE INNOVATIVE ENVIRONMENT (by author)
Baldridge (1974)

changing, heterogeneous

-

Bradford (1968) - supra-organization exists
Brickell

(1964) - no time pressure

- past not valued, high educational attainment, people
have specialized skills, current technically, many contacts with
other communities value experimentation, high economic level,
massive endorsement of change, low cultural cohesiveness, complex
division of labor

Hubernian (1973)

,

.Jewkes

(1959) - seeks to maintain continuity, stability

Lippitt (1949) - current, situation not questioned, favorable attitude
of opinion leaders
norms favoring change, size, high prestige jobs (economic
level), educational level not related

Mohr (1969)

-

Mort (1964) - weal th
-

Nasatir (1967)

importance of project

Rogers (1962) - "modern" (not traditional) norms
population, high
Rothman (1974) - resident ially mobile, heterogeneous
group
minority
socioeconomic status, much social activity, not

Stern (1937) - not regionalist ic

Thompson, J.

(

strong economically

(1958) - favorable norms

Utterback (1971)
Zaltinan

,

1973)

-

feels stress

-

channels
recognizes need, numerous communications

perceives benefits
needs outputs, technology available,
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wealthy, more modern, more cosmopolitan communities are
more favorabiy
inclined toward innovation by organizations located there,
if the com-

munity

is

aware of the need for change and does not see potentially

adverse results.
Ill

respect to the innovation itself, Table

6

sets forth the findings.

The acceptability of an innovation is based principally on how radical
the change is - how much of a departure from present practice, how exotic
the technology involved, how certain the success and payoff are.
it seems that

the risk factor is the utmost concern.

If

Again,

the change does

not seem too risky, has a strong advocate and sufficient preparations

have been made (as illustrated by the supporting materials and maintenance

support available), it is more likely to be adopted.

If

it

involves

significant technological departures, cannot be modified once initiated
or may be critical to the organization, its adoption will be much slower,
if

it occurs at all.

Considering the process of change itself, Table

characteristics noted.
to find,

7

reflects the

In this area, exhaustive descriptions were hard

as were precise ones.

Frequently very vague characteristics,

not
such as Mayhew's "fit", were given, the true meaning of which were

defined.
It
a

It

appears, however, that there is no "magic" to the process.

must work through
must be supported by an outside "change agent" and

structure.
temporary activity or outside the existing power

It must

environment and innovation in
be tailored to the people, organization,

question.

It

through changes
must be operating to meet a valid need

"top".
which are feasible, with support from the

And, finally,

it

its objectives are reache
have adequate resources to persist until

must
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TABLE

6

CHARACTERISTICS OF AN INNOVATION (by author)
Baldridge (1974) - low level of technicality, effectiveness proven,
short term payoff, easy to evaluate
Barnett (1953) - has advocate, advocate vehement, directly substitutable,
novel, wiLl relieve tension, advantages comprehensible

Berman (1974) - change and outcome close (time), user involved, certain
payoff, unitary adopter, correction specific, outcome clear

•

Havelock (1973a) - value loaded, scientific status, divisibility, complexity, communicability, magnitude of change, depth of change,
(goals vs. skills), directness of substitute
Iluberman (1973) - cost, proven quality, strength of sponsorship, complexity,
compatibility with other parts of system, appropriateness to content

Jewkes (1959) - amount of payoff, criticality of problem, affordability

Kester (1975) - concreteness (idea, tool, reorganization), perceived relevance, certainty of system response (surveys done), capability of
supplier
Klein (1960)

certainty of outcome, availability

-

Miles (1964) - availability of supporting materials (instructions, etc.),
experience elsewhere, maintenance support available

Rogers (1962) - relative advantage

Thomas (1974)

simplicity of implementation

-

Zaltman (1971) - social cost, terminability reversibility, public/
privateness, susceptibility to successive modification, extendabi lity
,

Zaltman (1973)
sul ts

-

originator, level of commitment required, clarity of re-
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TABLE

7

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PROCESS (by author)
Bacon (19 j 9) — recognizes what is customary

Benne (1969) - concentrate on points of stress, involves formal and informal organizations
Bennis (1959) - includes client system, change effort and change agent

Berman (1974) — considers politics, starts at top, considers all components (organization, people, innovation, environment)
Bhola (1974) - attacks "power fields"

Brickell (1964)
Chin (1969)

-

-

appropriate publicity

based on behaviorial knowledge, uses people technologies

Deal (1974) - organizational perspective, sound strategy, based on practical experience, pragmatic, characteristics of change agent, valid
assessment of needs, relevant, effects organizational structure,
directed at manipulable variables, politically and economically
feasible

Craziano (1969) - operates outside power structure
Greiner (1967) - considers environment

Griffiths (1964) - uses "outside" change agent
Gross (1971) - responds to "secondary" resistance, educates staff, causes
problems to "surface", is within staff capacity, provides specifically
for implementation after introduction, provides for staff involvement.

Hirsch (1967)

-

considers blocking forces

cirKester (1975) - provides for varying "user" group, adapts to changing
cumstances

Lawrence (1970) - responds to valid resistance

Mayhew (1971)

-

"fits" people involved

Miles (1964c) - provides temporary support system
affected, minimizes risk
Mohr (1969) - considers strength of beliefs
Mort (1964) - has adequate staying power

OECD (1973)

-

provides appropriate rewards

TABLE

Rothman (1974)

-

7

(continued)

involves opinion leaders, stems from applied research

Sarason (1971) - involves target organization (staff) in planning, has
appropriate time perspective, considers history, considers roles
and role relationships, values, expectations, considers change being
from a given situation

Starkweather (1970) - varies tactics over life of process (privacy
negotiation - publicity)
Street

-

(1969) - has theoretical base

Thomas (1974) - considers necessary spread
Thompson, J. (1958) - affects goals of organization, provides for gaining
support for new goal
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Lastly, the characteristics of
8.

a

change agent are stated in Table

A change agent apparently must be prepared for
the role through

both personal and professional training and development.
of

The commitment

the organization must be shown through his/her job
title and structure.

He/she must have the energy and drive to "sell" the project and
must have
the knowledge - of process, project and clients - to know
how to go about
it.

It

have a

seems he/she should not be a member of the organization, but must

suitable

and functional.

background to enable his relationship to be acceptable
Again, risk seems to crop up, with the ideal change a-

gent being and seeming to be someone who will fit in well and do

fessional

-

a

pro-

unscary - job.

After this much repetition about risk being the major concern in
the area of innovation, the point should have been made.

Innovation

-

change - inherently involves moving into unknown areas and anything
unknown can be fear producing.

Thus, the critical aspect of the process

and all its ingredients is fear reduction through risk reduction which
is both real and apparent.

Innovation is most apt to occur when the risk

involved is, and is recognized as, low and where what is being risked is
not of great value or importance.

To summarize, then,

the components of innovation and their most

important characteristics are:
1.

People - secure or without position to risk, cosmopolitan or
rash.

2.

and
Group or organization - given a need, small, professional

available
non-hierarchal with encouraging past experience and

resources
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TABLE

8

CHARACTERISTICS OF A CHANGE AGENT (by author)
Barnett (1953) - salesman
Benne (1969) - energetic, ambitious

Griffin (1974) - likes to help others, strong sense of own identity, has
skills of organization, has initiative, implementer
Griffiths (1964) - outsider
Gross (1971) - credible, external, objective

Havelock (1973) — credible, role legitimate, applies change strategy
Lippitt,

G.

(1969) - professional background

Lippitt,

R.

(1958) - has dianostic skills

Mayhew (1971) - strongly placed administratively
Miles (1964c) - temporarily involved
Mills (1973)

-

understands organization(s)

Sarason (1971) - time perspective matches client's, aware of history,
suitable cultural background
Schaller (1972)

Walton (1969a)

-

-

knows "rules of game"
little power with respect to clients
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i.

Environment

-

cosmopolitan, wealthy, aware of need,

ir

costs/

benefits seem acceptable.
4.

Innovation - novel but not radical with strong support and prep-

aration and if not wholly irreversible.
b.

Process — tailored to situation and people with adequate support
(management, project, resource).

6.

Change Agent

-

skilled professional from "outside" with manage-

ment support.
Thus,

from our survey of the literature on innovation, another group

of factors with their critical characteristics have been developed.

Whether and how these additional factors can be incorporated in Schermerhorn's model and whether the model can be used as

a

framework for the

analysis of an actual project will next be considered.

The Revised Model

Earlier, some weaknesses of Schermerhorn

were that the OPU is treated as
so coherent,

a

'

s

They

model were noted.

discrete entity when it is not truly

that the process is treated as being static when it is not

are
and that the influence of the project about which the organizations
to cooperate is not considered.

have to be a
The OEU, to act in a wholly rational fashion, would
A

rationally.
single cohesive group of people able to think and act

because the biases of one
very cohesive group might act so objectively
OPU is not apt to be
member might offset those of some other, but an

such a group.
col

1

ec t ion of

Schermerhorn defines an OPU, as was noted, as

.

.

.that,

—__

required pr i
individuals whose sanction is at least
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the eng agement of lntert >rga nizat ional cooper a tive
pa^e 29).

r elations

,

"

(1974b,

The group whose "...sanction is at least required..." in the

formal structure is usually the governing board of the organization
(the trustees, directors, or what-have— you)

in reality,

.

there is also

the need for the sanction of at least some of the operating management
of the organization.

In fact,

the operating management normally acts

as a filter for the governing board,

directives.

providing information and executing

Thus, it seems that Schermerhorn

two distinct groups.

One,

'

s

OPU may include at least

the governing board, possibly being super-

rational, but also being dependent on the other, the operating management,
as its connection to the organization.

this more complex control group.

The model needs to accommodate

It can do so by

incorporating the

operating management in the "input" and "output" of the OPU Felt Need
to Cooperate.

Recognizing, as Schermerhorn does, that the control group (the

two-piece OPU detailed above) is

a

"...collection of individuals..."

implies that those individuals will not act solely as a group and thus
may not be super-rational.

Since the governing board normally does act

the less
only as a group, it is the operating management which might be

characThe literature on innovation suggests that there are

rational.

innovativeness.
teristics of individuals and groups which relate to

board to consideration as
While we may be able to restrict the governing
a

group,

ment.
it

it

operating manageseems less likely that we can do so with the

to the governing board,
Because of their critical position relative

operating management as individseems very necessary to consider the

uals.

included in the model by including
Such consideration can readily be

Characteristics of Personnel and Characteristics of Organization

in the

Facilitating Conditions.
I

he model

over time.

changed

.

is a

stop— act ion" model and does not provide for changes

lhere are at least two ways in which this condition can be

A "leedback loop" could be incorporated providing a means of

using what happens during the implementation phase of the project to
vary the conditions, capacities and/or costs and, in that way, the deci-

sion of the OPU.

The number of considerations are so many, however, that

without some automatic monitoring and processing mechanism, the process
would have to be stopped so the situation at any given time could be
assessed.

It

appears more practical simply to recognize that changes

will occur over time and, in fact, to hesitate from time to time and

review the then current situation.
Incorporating, to an extent, the dynamics of the activity into the
model provides a means of considering some additional factors which

were brought out in

the.

literature on innovation - the process used and

the change agent involved.

Those two factors have characteristics which

will be facilitatlve or inhibitive.

Their impact can be incorporated in

an iterative model as additional Facilitating Conditions.

cooperation
The model considers the concept of interorganizational
is to be made.
as the activity about which the decision of the OPU

While

accomplish some purpose
that is true, the activity is established to
interorganizational cooperation
there is some project around which the
is

to take place.

as will the
That project will impact on the decision

way In which the project is carried out.

The characteristics of the

and
o£ Facilitating Conditions
project, the innovation, are also a set
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thus should also bo included in the model.
Tlu>

"weaknesses" of the model noted earlier have been
addressed

and their correction has involved the inclusion of
mosL of the factors

drawn from the literature on innovation.

The final component of an

innovation which needs to be included is the environment.
specif

ic

part

in the model as

that is needed is

it was

its incorporation

External norms and capacity.

It

has a

structured by Schermerhorn
in

.

All

Opportunities to Cooperate,

However, the characteristics of the

environment can also facilitate or inhibit the cooperative effort.

It

appears worthwhile, therefore, to include environment in Facilitating

Conditions as well.
There were four factors noted in the literature on interorganizat ional
to

cooperation which have not previously been treated relative

the model - time,

balance.

the human, inotives/commitment and competitive

Time has been addressed above, although not in this specific

connection, and accommodated.

The human has also been dealt with by

the incorporation of Characteristics of Personnel in the Facilitating

Conditions and the incorporation of Operating Personnel in the flow of
both of the other two factors - motives/commitment and

the model.

competitive balance - relate to the reasons organizations behave as they
do.

The model provides for the manifestations of their behavior, but

does not attempt to assess motivation.
be useful

These motivational factors will

principally in evaluating the validity of the manifested

model
behavior, and they will not, therefore, be incorporated into the
itself.

Table

9

and Figure

2

provide the updated list of factors and graphic

depict ion reflecting all the additions which have been noted based on the

literature.

They reflect a significant expansion of Schermerhorn

s

model through the addition of factors which relate to the actions taken
to ei feet cooperation whereas the original related only to the decision
to cooperate.

The revised model, then, appears to more fully describe

the process of cooperation.

From an analysis of the history of the

project in Massachusetts, which wi

l

L

be provided in the following chapter,

an attempt will be made to determine whether the factors noted are those

which were of import, whether yet more factors came into play or whether
some of those noted here were apparently superfluous.

EXPANDED LIST OF AFFECTING FACTORS
Mot iva ti ng Corn!

it_i_o n

Resource shortage
Performance distress
Specificity of function
Significant value expectancy
Normative
Obj ective
Internal
External (domain)
Outside pressure
Lack of other alternatives
Positive past experience
Fa cilitating Conditions

Permeable boundaries
Overlapping memberships
Interflow of people, information, products
Homogeneity of personnel
groups
Awareness of interdependencies
Organizational contact
Perceived common threat or
crisis
Shared input resources
Output competition
Awareness of potential
partners
Cooperation recognized as
an alternative
Units of exchange available
Mechanisms for controlling
exchange available
Domain not a sensitive issue
Commonality of goals, values
Complementarity of goals,
function
Distinctiveness of goals
Acceptance by staff
Role set of boundary
personnel
Authority vested in boundary
personnel
Acceptable loss of decisionmaking autonomy

Facilitating Conditions (cont

.

Unessentiality of project
Surety of expected benefits
Conducive characteristics of
Personnel
Organization
Environment
Project
Process
Change Agent

-

Capacities
Intra-organizational
Resources available
Relative internal harmony
Professional personnel involved
External environment
Large number of organizations
in "set"
Values of "set"
Comparability of size, prestige, etc.
General economy strong

Costs

Unfavorable impact on autonomy
Unfavorable impact on image
Excessive drain on resources
Incompatible operating goals
"Territorial" conflicts
Opportunities to Cooperate
Internal norms & capacity
Resources available
Acceptance by staff
Acceptance by supporters
Cooperation valued
External norms & capacity
Proximity of partners
Cooperation valued by "set"
Potential partners exist
Innovative community
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CHAPTER

III

THE PROJECT
This chapter recounts the implementation project (as
distinct from
the research project which occurred earlier and during which
the learning

center concept was developed) which is to serve as the subject of

analysis.

The nature of the project has been briefly alluded to above,

but will be described in detail here.
I

At the outset, by way of context,

will give a general description of the University, of the two of us

from the University who were involved and of the proposed learning

center

.

*

The balance of the history of the project will then be pro-

vided directly from progress reports.

The progress reports will be

supplemented, where necessary, with details of the incidents recounted
and by characterizations of important persons or institutions as addi-

tional members of the "cast" come "on stage".

The information about

the people involved will be incomplete, but will be that which was

available to me in the normal course of events.

History of the Project

At the outset.

When the Project was initiated, information was

available only about the University, the Acting Associate Provost, me
and the project we were about to undertake.

The University of Massachusetts has campuses in Amherst, Boston,
and Worcester, of which Amherst is by far the largest and most diveisiiied.

consists
The President's Office is located in downtown Boston and

to keep
This chapter will be written in the first person
*NOTE
reader.
my potential lack of objectivity before the
:
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of a central administrative staff.

Each campus is administered by a

Chancellor with the overall direction of the University
given by

a

Board of Trustees.
The Amherst campus serves about 20,000 students.

College of

At ts

It

includes a

and Sciences, a College of Agriculture and a number of

schools (Education, Engineering, etc.), institutes and other administrative units.

mentioned,

it

academic area

Degrees through the Ph.D. and Ed.D. are granted.

administered by a Chancellor who

is
-

is

As

assisted - in the

by a Provost and a number of Associate and Assistant

Provosts
The University of Massachusetts at Amherst has a number of outreach

programs many of which are supervised by the Associate Provost for
Special Programs, and some of which are under the control of special

academic schools and departments.

The School of Business Administration

and School of Education, have off-campus programs.

Since those schools

are administered through another Associate Provost, administrative

coordination of their off-campus activities with those of the Special
Programs Office is the responsibility of the Provost himself.
The Acting Associate Provost for Special Programs was the adminis-

trator at the University responsible for this project and

project director.

He

is

a

was its

The Acting Associate Provost is a man in his forties.

He received his Ph.D.

England.

I

from the Shakespeare Institute, Stratford-on-Avon,

faculty member in the English Department of the

Associate Provost
University and immediately prior to taking the Acting
job, was the Director of

campus.
the largest housing area on the Amherst

provides guidance for
The Associate Provost for Special Programs
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thirty-two programs including the Division of
Continuing Education, the

University Without Walls, the University Year for
Action and
of others.

a

variety

The administrative load of so many programs is
heavy.

The

Special Programs are particularly susceptible to budgetary
reductions

because they are not part of the normal academic pattern.

Because they

serve a wide client group (minorities, disadvantaged students, nont

rad it ional students, etc.),

many groups on campus.

their administrator is in contact with

In addition, many of the programs are similar

to programs of other colleges and universities and contacts outside

Massachusetts were regularly necessary.

I

am

I

am in my middle 40'

a

doctoral student in the School of Education.

the University,

I

s.

In addition to my work for the University,

Prior to joining

was an engineer and business manager for twenty years.

My current studies represent a mid-career change.

My job with the

University came about because my background in telecommunications engineering and education fit the staff needs of a grant project very
closely.

I

worked for the permanent Associate Provost for eight months

before he departed on sabbatical leave and for his replacement for four

months before beginning the project of concern here.
My work involved the development of a concept of a neighborhood

adult learning center as part of a research project of the University's

done lor the Massachusetts Board of Higher Education.

The concept was

part icularly appropriate to disadvantaged adults in an urban setting

Urban Learning
and is reasonably depicted by the "Characteristics of an
project
Center" which were developed and reported in the research

(Donnelly,

1974,

pp.

43-45) and which are quoted verbatim in Table 10.

Yl

TABLE

10

CHARACTERISTICS OF AN URBAN LEARNING CENTER
1.

Located in the neighborhood it is to serve, possibly
in space rented
from some other existing operating community agency
such as a Community Council, and there must be access by public
transportation.
The center shouLd be attractive and inviting, but
must be recognizably an educational resource.

2

Staffed by one or more people from the neighborhood (or an equivalent
neighborhood if no local person is interested or available) whose
prime ability will be to assist in selection of an initial activity
and to help people use the resources of the center.
If the neighborhood is non-English speaking or bi-lingual, the center staff must
be bi-lingual.

.

3.

The initial learning activity, and all others, will be chosen by the
learner.
The Center staff will be available for consultation and
will aid the learner in selection through discussion and/or testing
if desired.

Diagnostic Testing should be self-administered and evaluated.
4.

The learning materials in the Center will be organized to provide
brief learning experiences as well as structured sequences comprisInformation of direct
ing recognized (accredited) courses of study.
value and interest to the neighborhood will be included in addition
to material of a remedial and academic nature.

5.

Learning materials will be provided in books, programmed texts, film
strips, slides, 8mm films and video-tapes. Audio tapes will be
provided wherever possible for use with programmed texts, filmstrips
All motion pictures and video tapes will have soundand slides.
Emphasis will be on audio-visual materials rather than
tracks.
texts

6.

7.

8.

9.

The Learning Center's library of materials will be supplemented by
community
a library of material in less frequent demand in the local
or
school
college, state college, campus of the university, high
in
use
for
The supplementary materials will be available
library.
request.
that other facility or for loan to the Learning Center on

culturally tailored
The materials in the neighborhood center will be
bi-cultural.
to the particular neighborhood, and progressively
sources of learning
An inventory of neighborhood, local and regional
agencies,
community
activities (business, government agencies,
maintained.
and
schools, libraries, etc.) will be established

experience and other
Activity based learning (work-study, work
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non traditional forms) will be encouraged.
10.

Learners serving as resources, will be able to obtain additional
"credit" by using their knowledge and/or skills to help others
learn.

11.

Discussion groups (classes) will be set up in the Learning Center
whenever there's sufficient interest in a given topic or experience.
Entry to discussion groups will be open, by agreement of the group.
Formal classes will be held in the supplementary center (community
college etc )
,

12.

.

Certification will be provided for each course of study or skill
level achieved.
Testing will be performance based as far as possible.
Self-administered pre-tests will enable learners to assess
their own readiness for taking the certification test(s).

Certification for academic studies will be "normal" - undist inguishable from resident students of the University or College.
13.

Locally (not each neighborhood) there will be a vocational training
center where persons hired for specific jobs can acquire the entry
level skills for their job.

14.

Entry (Registration), will be open, there will be no semesters or
quarters and learning can be part-time or full-time. Learners will
be able to start, suspend or end their program at any time without
pre j ud ice

15.

The Learning Center will be promoted through direct contact, other
local groups and agencies, newspapers, broadcasts (TV and radio) and
Culture specific (Soul, Spanish, etc.) media
other marketing media.
will be used wherever possible.

ihe important

features of the learning center were that

it

was to

provide learning activities spanning the range from basic
education
to college-level studies,

including public service information

mation about government services, etc.

It

-

infor-

was not to duplicate any

existing services, but was to act as an information source to inform
its clientele where to locate desired services if they were offered

within the client's geographical range.

The Center was to rely prin-

cipally on non-human media as the basis for the learning activities

it

offered, in order that students could initiate learning activities at
their convenience.

(A full description of the concept, which covers

some fifty pages, is given in Donnelly,

1974.)

My Initial discussions with the Acting Associate Provost about this

implementation project occurred in November, shortly before the research
project concluded.

He expressed an interest in pursuing the learning

center concept, mentioning that he believed it was something in which
the President's Office was also interested.

His special interest was

in the use of the center as a "broker" of educational opportunities

through its function as an information center.

He was concerned that

the Continuing Education (C/E) and the University Without Walls (UWW)

programs were both moving toward expansion in the same city
poses of this report

I

will call the town "Johnstown".

—

for pur

He was interested

another and
that those programs coordinate their activities with one

wasteful competiwith the local organizations in Johnstown to preclude
tion or the generation of animosity toward the University.

learning center idea as

a

He saw the

means of coordination (with me as the Univer-

sity's contact person) and asked if

I

would be interested in trying to
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establish

a

learning center in Johnstown.

One concern he expressed very

clearly was that nothing he done in Johnstown which
would preclude our

withdrawal without repercussions

if

the Center didn't come into being.

He stated that he could provide no cash, but could extend
my contract,

provide the necessary office supplies, secretarial assistance (on-campus)
and,

Intel

,

additional staff.

1

responded that

I

would be interested in

considering the project and after talking with the UWW and C/E people
who were involved there, would go to Johnstown and look the town over.

What transpired next is recorded in my first progress report.
First report period

.

The first progress report is dated January

5

and covers activities from the time of my initial discussion with the

Acting Associate Provost in November through year-end.

(The reports,

which are given in Appendix A, are essentially taken verbatim from the
records of the project.

Only the names of people and places have been

removed or disguised.)

Most of the other people, institutions and locations which relate
to the project are introduced by the first progress report.

There are

also some undercurrents which are not made plain by the report which seem

pertinent, but first the town, institutions and people will be described.

Johnstown is a city of some 60,000 people which is one and one-half
hours by road from any larger city.

There are no other cities of similar

center
size in its vicinity, so it serves as the marketing and services
for its area.

and
The people of the area feel themselves to be isolated

very far removed from the state capital.
economic lines
There are distinct segmentations of the city along

removed from more affluent
with the lower income neighborhoods relatively
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areas by the intervention of commercial and industrial
areas.

There are

also ethnic segmentations with large groups of people of
Italian descent,
french Canadians, Polish, etc.

There are few Blacks and they live in one

ne i ghborhood
lhe

c

ity

is

dependent on one large employer for its economic base,

and, due to slack times for that industry, has had a high unemployment

rate for the last few years.
A concerted effort has been made to renew the downtown area and the

results lend an air of prosperity and vigor to the city.
The School Department serves some 14,000 students.

There are two

public and one parochial high schools, three junior high schools and a

number of elementary schools.

Lower income students tend to be concen-

trated in one of the high schools and one junior high school.
The Board of Education members are elected officials and the Mayor
sits on the Board.

The Superintendent of schools has a number of assistants and a Business Manager who concerns himself with the nonacademic administrative and

financial affairs.

The Director of Adult Education, who is also a teacher

in one of the high schools,

reports to the Assistant Superintendent for

Ope rat ions
the evening at one
A large number of courses for adults are given in
of the high schools.

Courses include technical as well as academic and

shortand, accountskills courses including electricity, typing, English,
ing,

history, etc.
day and 800 evening students
The Community College serves about 1,500

Ills located on

from the center of the
a new campus four or five miles
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city,

in an open area beyond the residential area.

A shuttle bus runs

back and torth to the city center to provide transportation for
students
since there is no public transport.

The college had been located in the

center of the city, but had moved to its new campus about two years before
this project began.
As with most community colleges a diversity of programs is offered,

some of which are terminal, such as Business Careers, Engineering

Technology and Nursing and others which are oriented toward further
college-level, work, such as Business Administration, Engineering, Liberal

Arts, etc.

A number of skills courses are offered through a Continuing

Education Division.

The offerings of the College are coordinated to

some extent with those of the high school.

have

a

While regular students must

high school diploma, those attending through Continuing Education

need not have.
The Superintendent of Schools was a man in his early fifties.

He

had been in Johnstown for some years because of his job, but was not a

native of the area.
L

He was in the process of seeking a new job, although

was unaware of that until after the project was underway.

He seemed

genuinely interested in having contact with the University although he
had had a bad experience sometime previously.

(Someone from the School

of a series, but had
of Education had held a workshop which was to be one

contacted the Superinneither arrived for the second workshop nor ever
tendent again.)
l

in our
He expressed an interest in my project and,

assistance including office space,
irst interview, offered a variety of

etc.
mailing facilities, secretarial assistance,

was a man in his fifties who
The President o£ the Community College
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had l,eun ln his job for some ears
y

*

He was just completing the require-

ments for his doctorate from the School of
Education of the University,
lie

had expended much effort obtaining the new
campus of the College and

was justly proud of it.
lhe Dean ol

faculty was a man in his late forties.

He had been a

journalist in the Johnstown area for some years, joining the
faculty of
JCC three or four years before.

faculty and,

in

He had just been appointed Dean of

the press release announcing his appointment, had commit-

ted himself to improving community relations for the college through an

outreach program.
As mentioned earlier, undercurrents existed which are not apparent

from the bare progress report.

First, the University was fragmented into

uncoordinated, somewhat combative segments.

There was considerable

competition between UWW and Continuing Education.

A distinction was

made between their programs, at a meeting in December, because
to understand what differences there were.

I

strove

(UWW was to deal with full-

time students and be heavily involved in aiding them in developing their

programs.

Continuing Education was to do much less counseling and be

concerned with part-time students.)

But the distinction was slight and

neither group was willing to cooperate in

a

meaningful way with the

other, despite the efforts of the Associate Provost to stimulate such

cooperation.

addition, the School of Education had

In

operating under

a

a

project already

federal grant (from FIPSE) in Johnstown which had some

similarity to the Learning Center, and which was drawing on local
resources for part of its support.

That project was based in an insti-

could not
tution which restricted access to its facilities and thus

readily serve the community at large.

Although there were a number of

complementary areas, the School of Education project director was concerned about the

el

feet the Learning Center would have on her project

and was unwilling to consider cooperation unless and until the Learning

Center actually came into operation.
A second undercurrent was the lack of funds for the project.

Some

help could be obtained from the community, but some needs - telephones,

advertising, some supplies

-

could only be obtained with cash.

The

resources which could be obtained from the community were those which

were minor extensions of their own activities or involved the use of
surplus assets
a

- space,

furniture, secretarial help

total substitute for cash.

-

valuable, but not

In addition, each local agency was seeking

resources for itself and hoped for some reciprocity for its input to this
project
Finally, it quickly became apparent that the town fathers of Johnstown had previously been in contact with post-secondary educational

institutions, not always with happy results.
per intendent

'

s

experience with the University.

I

mentioned the School Su
Other institutions had

been
also set up programs or projects in the community which had not

satisfactory or had abruptly ended, so Johnstown was wary.

The Community

President and Dean
College was especially wary and my meeting with the
had not seemed to relieve their concern.

Both the President and Dean

University since they
were anxious to have one contact person with the
and were skeptical about
had had many conflicting contacts in the past

cooperate.
any project with which they were asked to

In all, while the

were practically nonexistent
services the University offered in Johnstown
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the town’s experience was not conducive to an
open-arm welcome.

_

—Tirll0 r

period.

The second progress report was written in

J’ebruary and showed some progress.

No new organizations of special

significance were introduced by the second progress report.
person was, but that is not obvious from the report.

The person was the

Director of Continuing Education of the Community College.
about him will be given below.

One new

Information

Two of the items in the report seem to

warrant some further elaboration.
There was an Adult Basic Education Center in Johnstown which was

supposed to be
Department).

a

function of the local education authority (the School

In fact, however,

the state director very tightly con-

trolled the flow of funds, with apparent impunity, so that the establishment and character of the centers throughout the state were com-

pletely at her discretion.

The location of the existing ABE center was

to be changed and the center enlarged through the provision of addi-

tional funds by the state.

Since the University's Learning Center was

to include provision for Adult Basic Education (ABE),

joint location was quite desirable.

In addition,

establishing

a

the ABE center would

give substance to the overall Learning Center quickly.

From my meeting

with the state director, however, it was apparent that she wanted "her"
centers to be totally autonomous.

The announcement at the January

to
meeting that the new location of the ABE Center would be changed

permit

forward

major step
the two centers to be in the same location was a
in

my project.

During January

1

accepted space in the CAP agency building rather

which had been offered
than that in the school department headquarters
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the Superintendent.

by
Allh

1

lie

CAP building hud sufficient space for the

center and my learning center to be in either the same or adjacent

areas and to be in a facility designed to serve a wide range of needs of

disadvantaged people.

There was

a

potential stigma attached to the

local ion because of association with the CAP agency and because it was
in the "poor" part

of the town.

The other incident of importance was the meeting which the Associate

Provost had attended in Johnstown.

The meeting was an attempt on my

part to bring the School Superintendent, State Regional Supervisor,

Community College President and Associate Provost together so that the

Associate Provost could restate the University's interest and commitment.
1

felt that such a statement by the Associate Provost might alleviate

much of the concern of the Johnstown group and encourage them also to

make a commitment to the project.

At my request, the School Superin-

tendent invited the others to attend and held the meeting at his offices.

However, neither the President nor the Dean of the Community College

attended the meeting, instead they sent their Director of Continuing
Education.

They also informed the School of Education's project director

did, accompanied by
of the meeting and invited her to attend, which she
two of her staff.

man in his forties,
The JCC Director of Continuing Education was a

originally as their Dean
and had been with the college for four years,
of students.
Hiis

his present job.
After a couple of years he had moved to

of his "turf", but not
reputation was one of being very protective

aggressive in developing his program,

At this meeting he was accompanied

Assistant to the President of JCC.
by a very young man who was the

written in early

March.

One new person, the Director of Continuing
Education for the

School Department is introduced in this report.

Director was

a

The School Department

man in his late thirties who was also a
teacher in one of

he high schools.

At our first meeting,

he knew nothing of my project.

it quickly became apparent that

He had received no information through

the Assistant Superintendent who was his boss.

aware of the situation with the ABE center.

He also was barely

The State Department of

Education Regional Supervisor, who was working on the ABE center, had
been in contact with the Director, once, sometime before, but the Director had not maintained that contact and was not aware of the present

status of that Center.

When

I

sought his cooperation, he responded

that he would have to check with his boss before proceeding.

It

took

three weeks for that contact to be made.

There was a director of the ABE center who was said by the State

Department Regional Supervisor to be doing an excellent job of revitalizing the Center.

When

I

inquired as to whether

I

could contact him,

however, the Superintendent rejected that idea and insisted

I

deal

through the Director of Continuing Education.
The Business Manager of the schools provided some furniture.

The

furniture provided was rather less than the Superintendent had originally offered but was "all that was available".

The Business Manager

had not been informed of the project by the Superintendent prior to my

contact
— the hiring
One occurrence in the report needs to be highlighted

freeze imposed on the University.

That freeze reflected one reaction to

the budgetary problems of the University.

It

meant that none of the

staff needed to establish an operating center could be provided
by the

University.
It

also portended of further economy moves in the future.

It

should be noted that this report was distributed to a number of

people beyond the Acting Associate Provost.

It was

the first to receive

broader distribution as a means of informing the others involved,

especially the Superintendent of Schools and President of JCC, of the
progress being made.

Fourth report

.

There was no response to receipt of the report.
The fourth progress report was made in April.

private memorandum to the Acting Associate Provost was sent as
ment to the progress report.
or organization.

a

A

supple-

The fourth report introduces no new person

It shows minimal progress,

which had involved much effort.

except for one proposal

The accompanying private memo makes

plain that an erosion had occurred in the status of the ABE Center.
It

had deteriorated from an imminent occurance to one at some poorly

defined point in the future.
The fifth report

The fifth report, which covered the month of

.

By April

April, reflects some setbacks in the development of the Center.
the Center was holding, waiting for funds.

The proposals had received

was
favorable responses, but the reaction time of the funding agencies

slow.

It had

become apparent that no staff help could be obtained unless

funds became available.

make was being made
survey.

-

The progress which the secretary and

I

could

the needs
the inventory of learning activities and

touch with other
The number of contacts necessary to keep in

as did proposals seeking
interested organizations occupied much time,

funds

meeting, little was
While the Policy Board had its initial
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accomplished.

The rejection of our proposal to Title

strophic, but

wasn't cata-

I

set further real progress back two months
or more until

it

F1PSE responded.

Since Title

I

was the highest probability proposal,

the odds against the center ever being established
increased by a

substantial amount.
Sixth report

The sixth report covering activities in May was

.

distributed on June

9.

This report reflects a holding pattern.

needs survey was developed and readied for mailing.

depended on funding.

The

Other progress

Other sources of funds were sought but no likely

ones were found.

Seventh report

.

The last formal progress report on the Learning

Center was issued on July
time,

I

Center.

1

and covered activities in June.

By this

had become thoroughly discouraged about the prospects for the
I

persisted with the needs survey and my efforts to seek funds,

but the prospects looked grim.

It seemed apparent that the center

could not be established as an active entity before the summer vacation

period began, and the most likely source of personnel
be

lost until fall.

-

students

-

would

The needs survey was continued principally because

some funding sources, including FIPSE, indicated a desire for such

information.
Cone fusion

.

The final "report" of the center in mid-July was to

inform those interested that FIPSE had not funded our proposal.
FIPSE’

s

One of

requirements was that a project change the post-secondary

institution being funded.

They felt our Learning Center was too remote

way.
from Amherst to effect the University in a meaningful

gested that

I

They sug-

resubmit a proposal in the next cycle with greater
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University involvement and they would be pieased to consider
Ihe failure of
ol

the iast outside funding source was the death knell

the Learning Center.

more severe and

a

it.

The University's budgetary problems had become

decision was made by the Associate Provost that

i

should not persist in seeking other grant funds since the UniversiLy
did not have the needed resources to provide matching funds (their

share of the costs) for any grant
I

I

might receive.

remained in Johnstown for some few months, by direction of the

Associate Provost, as a coordinator of UWW and to ease the termination
of the Learning Center, but no further efforts were made to continue
the project.
I

believe the above account fairly and completely depicts the

project as

I

lived it.

distorted my account.

I

have not deliberately withheld anything or

It would be interesting to have available similar

accounts from others who were involved to compare.
The next chapter will attempt to apply the analytical scheme de-

veloped earlier to this project.
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CHAPTER

IV

THE ANALYSIS
In

Chapter

I[

a

list of factors which would affect a decision to

engage in interorganizat ional cooperation was developed
(Table 9).
order to bring the list into proximity for use here,

it

In

is reproduced

below.
As was noted when the list was developed,

assesses the situation in relation to
in time.

lo

a

it

is

limited because it

given organization at one point

apply it as a basis for analysis here, then, requires two

actions - the selection of the points in time during the project at

which

it

is

to be applied and the application of each factor to each

of the organizations involved at that time.

It

may not be possible,

however, to assess the impact of every individual factor at
point in time because of insufficient knowledge.

specific

a

Where a factor is

recognized as having had an effect on the outcome of the project, the
nature and strength of its influence will be estimated, so that when
the effects of the various factors are summarized, those which had

significant impact on the overall project may be discerned.

Having

selected the points in time at which to make the assessment, not only
must the response of each organization individually be assessed, but
the composite reaction of the organizations as an interactive entity

must be considered.
Again, our purpose is to ascertain which of the factors are, or

appear to be, influential to the outcome of this project.

If

such

on
determination can be made, the resultant list may be serviceable

other projects for predictive, and planning purposes.

a
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TABLE

9

EXPANDED LIST OF AFFECTING FACTORS
Mot ivat ing Conditio ns

Resource shortage
Performance distress
Specificity of function
Significant value expectancy
Normative
Ob j ect ive
Internal
External (domain)

Outside pressure
Lack of other alternatives
Positive past experience
Facilitating Conditions
Permeable boundaries
Overlapping memberships
Interflow of people, information, products
Homogeneity of personnel
groups
Awareness of interdependencies
Organizational contact
Perceived common threat or
crisis
Shared input resources
Output competition
Awareness of potential
partners
Cooperation recognized as
an alternative
Units of exchange available
Mechanisms for controlling
exchange available
Domain not a sensitive issue
Commonality of goals, values
Complementarity of goals,
function
Distinctiveness of goals
Acceptance by staff
Role set of boundary
personnel
Authority vested in boundary
personnel
Acceptable loss of decisionmaking autonomy

Facilitating Conditions (cont.)

Unessentiality of project
Surety of expected benefits
Conducive characteristics of
Personnel
Organization
Environment
Project
Process
Change Agent

-

Capacities
Intra-organizational
Resources available
Relative internal harmony
Professional personnel involved
External environment
Large number of organizations
in "set"
Values of "set"
Comparability of size, prestige, etc.

General economy strong
Costs

Unfavorable impact on autonomy
Unfavorable impact on image
Excessive drain on resources
Incompatible operating goals
"Territorial" conflicts

Opportunities to Cooperate
Internal norms & capacity
Resources available
Acceptance by staff
Acceptance by supporters
Cooperation valued
External norms & capacity
Proximity of partners
Cooperation valued by "set"
Potential partners exist
Innovative community
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Selection of Time Points
In

surveying the history of the project, five points in time seem

to he particularly worthy of analysis.

the outset of the project (mid-November), immediately alter
the discussion between the Project Director and the Associate
Provost establishing what the project was to be.

1.

At

2.

At the end of December, after the Project Director visited
Johnstown, met the chief executives, the Superintendent of
Schools and the President, and established their initial reactions to the project.

3.

in mid-January, after the meeting in Johnstown which was attended by the Associate Provost and which provided greater
insight into the position of the Community College and the
School Department.

4.

At the end of February, after the assignment of the "contact"
persons, which provided yet more positional data, and, fi-

nally,
5.

At the end of July, after it was apparent that no funds would
be available for the expansion or continuation of the project
at the end.

These points were chosen for a number of reasons.

The first and

fifth points represent the start and end of the project and thus seem

natural testing points.

Point 2, the end of December, was the first

available about
point at which a reasonable amount of information was
the two Johnstown organizations.

Point 3, mid-January, was the time

organizations was held
after the first joint meeting of the three
time when their mutual

reactions could become apparent.

- a

Point 4, the

relationships of the organiend of February, was that point when the

working relationship.
zations were solidified into an ongoing

Other

of these or in addition Lo them,
points could be selected, either instead

hut

it

is

points in the development
felt that these represent important

ol
enough to enable a reasonable test
of the project and are numerous
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the list of factors.

Application

ol

Aftecting Factors

In applying the possible affecting factors,

will be a natural one

-

the order followed

first motivating conditions will be considered,

followed by facilitating conditions, capacities, costs and opportunities
to cooperate.

Generally, each set of conditions will be considered for

each of the organizations in turn - the University (since

initiating organization)
the School Department.

,

it was

the

followed by the Community College and then

Appropriate summaries will be provided.

The initial analysis will consider each factor previously identified

and indicate the perceived status of each.
time,

At each subsequent point in

the changes in the original analysis suggested by new information

will be noted and a new overall assessment made.
In no case,

so far as is known, was this project taken to the

governing board of any of the organizations for consideration.

One

can, therefore, question whether the Policy Unit (as defined in the

analytical scheme) is involved here.

The author believes the executives

of each organization who were in control were essentially functioning

as the Policy Unit for present purposes.

(It will be recalled that the

the
definition of Policy Unit provides for the inclusion of more than

governing board in the Unit.
At the outset
of

Such appears to be the case here.)

(mid-November)

.

Applying the list at the beginning

reflects the following.
the project in the order shown in Table 9

is noted.)
(An asterisk identifies each factor as it

Motivating Conditions*.

Since the project was initiated by the
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Associate Provost, there were obviously some motivating
conditions
present tor the University.
those factors which,

in

(Here, as in most of the subsequent analysis

fact, stimulated one or another person to act

or to refuse to act can only be speculated on.

Even if the persons

themselves were queried, he/she might not be certain of, or willing to
disclose, the motivation for his/her actions.
the

actors

the motivations of

,

will be assessed based on what may have been said or what

may be inferred from their actions.
be noted.)

Thus

Where inferences are drawn, it will

Some staff of the University foresaw difficult financial

times ahead.

One way of relieving such

a

resource shortage* was through

the provision of broader service which might be valued and, if well

done, could develop broader popular support for its budgetary requests.

While the functions of a state university are not very carefully defined,
the Associate Provost expressed concern for the lack of service provided
by the University in the Johnstown area (a degree of performance dis-

The University had

tress)*.

ence, demonstrating

since

a

number

of

the

number

a

attachment

of

of outreach programs

value*

to

those programs had persisted

exist-

in

such activities, and
for

some years, they

offer positive past experience* for an undertaking of this sort.

The

interest in learning centers believed to exist on the part of the

President's Office constituted

a

degree of outside pressure*.

There

were other alternatives* through which the project could have been

developed

-

on the
the UWW or Continuing Education personnel who were

neither would
scene - but those subunits were competitive and, thus,
they were existing, onhave been acceptable to the other, nor because
as an individual who
going suborganizations, were they as controllable
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reported directly to the Associate Provost.

Thus, the alternative

chosen had much to recommend it over at least some of
the others available.

In summary,

there were a number of factors which provided a

positive motivation for the Associate Provost to undertake this project.
Of those factors,

the desire to develop a new mode of service seemed

most potent.

Without having the specific knowledge of
lege and the

Johnstown

Johnstown

Community Col-

School Department which could only be developed

through contact with their staffs and the community in which they were
located, only coarse approximations of their motivations* could be made
at the outset of the project.

They, too, were faced with financial

limitations* - typical of education - the extent of which, or validity
of which, could not be judged from afar.

outreach programs*.

Nothing was known of their

No outside pressure* for something like a learning

center was known to exist.

No assessment could be made of other

alternatives* which might have been available or of the past experiences*
they may have had.

Therefore, from the standpoint of motivation*, the University had
some interest, but there was not enough known about the College and

School Department to make a judgment.

Facilitating Conditions*.

The organizations did not have much by

way of common boundaries* at the outset.

There was no known interflow

College and/or School
of personnel*, although some graduate study by
likely.
Department faculty and staff at the University was

The geo-

organizations (the difgraphic and organizational segregation of the
of education) suggested that
ference in their location in the hierarchy
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J-ittle homogeneity was apt to exist

in their staffs*.

There were some interdependencies* of the three
organizations.

Associate Provost's subgroups - UWW and Continuing Education

The

- had

established contact with the community and the other two
organizations
through the "working group".

The representatives to that group were

self-selected and were interested in community service.

They saw a

learning center as a desirable extension of educational services to the
city.

Education generally saw itself in financial straits and the Col-

lege and University shared their resource input* - state funding.

organizations were sequential - largely

-

The

in the flow of students.

Although the College and University could compete for high school
graduates, the University had little interest in such competition* since
it had had space for no more undergraduate students.

The three organi-

zations were aware* of each other, but not as partners in
this sort.

a

project of

The University had no cooperative activities* with the

other organizations which were known at the outset, although there

were two University activities in the community - the School of Business
had a program there and the School of Education had a project in an

institutional setting.

There was no indication that a cooperative

activity was viewed by either the College or the School Department as
offering relief from any of their concern^
-

Common "units of exchange*

students - did exist but were not fully exchangeable.

The normal

him/hermechanisms of exchange* relied wholly on the student to select
self into the succeeding school.

The mechanisms for controlling the

exchange* were limited to input criteria.
were not compelling
Thus, while there were interdependencies*, they

7'J

in the normal course.

A change in perceived purposes was required

before strong interdependence could develop.

The organizations had to

concern themselves with serving adult learners

(a

redefinition of goals)

before interdependence would become important.
Because students leaving high school could opt for either the

University or the College, domain* was a sensitive issue.
the University did not need to seek students.

As noted,

Because study at the

University was generally preferred by students to study at

Community

a

College, resistance had been experienced to the extension of University

programs into areas where Community Colleges were located.

Similar

resistance was expected in this case, although the actual situation
was not known at the outset.

No domain conflict* was expected with

the School Department.

The Acting Associate Provost and the Project Director, the Univer-

sity's

boundary personnel*, saw themselves as causing the project to

happen and thus were disposed toward it.

The concurrence of the Provost

in the initiation of the project had been obtained, so some authority*

had been granted.

The Acting Associate Provost's emphasis on a cooper-

fai
ative activity reflected an acceptance of some loss of autonomy* so

as this particular project was concerned.

The "boundary" personnel*

at the outset of
of the College and School Department were not known

the project,

made.
so no comment on their attitudes could be

"essential", or as it is
The characteristics which make a project

depending on the
reflected in the list "unessential"*, could vary

organization and its situation.

Two such characteristics might be the

and the importance to the
amount of resources which were devoted to it

organization of the outcome of the project (which might not
relate
solely to resources).

This project did not appear to be essential to

any of the organizations on either count.

There was no surety that the benefits expected* by the University

would be forth coming, and the benefits expected to accrue to the

University were no more significant or certain than were those foreseen
for the College and the School Department.

The characteristics* of the Associate Provost and

I

seem conducive

to our acceptance of the project and willingness to be involved.

were both somewhat unconventional*

We

and cosmopolitan* in nature with

diverse backgrounds and an exhibited willingness to engage in new
activities*.

He appeared to feel secure* in his position, and

I

had

The other people who were to be involved, again,

no position to risk*.

were not known so no estimate of their characteristics* could be

established
The Characteristics of the University as they related to this

project were mixed.

It was not small*, but felt a need* for this

project - at one level.

archial*

.

It

tended to be professional* but was hier-

While it had numerous ongoing programs* and positive past

experience*, the resources* available were minimal.

The situation for

the outset.
the College and School Department was not known at

Johnstown was

The environment* was largely unknown at the outset.
a

smallish city which was relatively isolated.

It was known as a

pleasant city which was dominated by one industry.

It was

thought

be somewhat backward in outlook*.
in concept*
The project was one which was radical

an amalgamati
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ot

three levels of education - but not in operation.

It was not

irre-

versible*, although it might have become so if the community
once

became aware of
part ol

it

and found it functional.

It had

support* on the

the Assoc iate Provost in the University, but was unknown to the

other organizations.

While the concept was well developed*, there was

not adequate planning* for the implementation for the project to be

thoroughly prepared.
The process* by which the change was to be introduced had not been

established.

(The initial process was to involve simply the gathering

of information and an assessment of the willingness of the other

organizations to become involved.)

In the University,

the project

received management support* through the interest of the Acting

Associate Provost.

The resources available* were minimal, but could

be augmented by the other organizations.
It is difficult for the author to assess the level of profession-

alism* of the project director.
in a number of organizations,

I

had appreciable management experience*

including interorganizational activities,

but had never attempted such a project in an educational setting with
the attendent heavy community involvement.

respect to the town since

I

I

was an "outsider

*

with

was neither a native nor a resident, but

the community
that may not have been an advantage in Johnstown because

was relatively parochial in outlook.

staff of the University,

I

Because

I

was a member of the

was not an "outsider" at all to the College

and School Department.
In summary,

could be discerned
most of the facilitating conditions*

at the beginning for the University.

Where their significance depended
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on the interorganizational relationship,

the lack of information about

the Johnstown agencies prevented any assessment at the outset
of the

project.
° the

t

In general,

the facilitating conditions which were internal

University were positive, those of an interorganizational nature

were either unknown or ranged from unfavorable to favorable.
Capacities*.
sity,

Of the int raorganizational capacities of the Univer-

the resources available* were minimal.

There was competition

between subgroups in the Associate Provost's organization and determined
autonomy of the other groups then operating in
internal harmony* was relatively negative.

were involved.

Johnstown.

Thus,

Professional personnel*

The internal capacities of the College and the School

Department were not known at the outset.
The external environment* of the three organizations extended well

beyond

Johnstown.

It

included at least the Commonwealth of Massachu-

setts and possibly all of New England or the United States.

Each

organization had a "set"* of its own — School Departments, Community
Colleges or Universities.

As a composite their "set" was that of public

educational institutions.

That "set" included a large number of organi-

Certainly

zations*, but was not very coherent in its norms and values.

interorganizational cooperation was, at least superficially,

a

valued

behavior* for institutions of that group.
operation*, etc.,
There were disparities in size, prestige, modes of

between the three institutions.
a

The general economy* was recovering from

economy for education
recession at the time of the project, but the

financial resources - as had
was in a decline - a period of tightening
years.
been the case for some four or five

The capacities* of the
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organizations were thus limited.
Costs*

.

The costs associated with the project were simiiar for the

three organizations at the outset.

requires some loss of autonomy*,

While any cooperative activity

little would have been lost with this

project, since it would have operated independently, with its own

facilities and staff and with minimal diversion of resources.

If

the

project had been suitably carried out, it should have enhanced the
image* of all three organizations, especially in

Johnstown.

Both

the College and School Department could expect to be favorably regarded
if

they engaged in a project with the University.

The "drain"* a proj-

ect represents is a function of the costs verses the benefits. Resources

were tight for all three organizations and, therefore, the benefits

expected had to be significant for any drain to be tolerable.

operating goals were generally compatible*.
a concern for the University.

It

The

"Territoriality"* was not

was expected to be of concern to the

College, but little was known about it at the outset.

In summary,

there were costs which loomed large because of the financial situation.

Opportunities to cooperate*.
existed was not known.

Johnstown

but

The degree of cooperation* which

Some contact was implied by the activities in

whether cooperation existed wasn’t known.

Resources*,

from the University
while constrained, generally could be made available

because they were to be minimal.

The University staff involvement* at

Associate Provost and Project
this time was limited to the Acting

Director.

the College and School
The staff of the other organizations,

form a position at the point
Department, had had no opportunity to
time considered here.

in

organizations had
The supporters* of all three
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not been informed of the project and had
formed no general position,

except for the interest believed to exist on the
part of the President's
01

f

ice of

the University.

The University was interested in external

cooperative ventures*, the postures of the School Department
and
College were not known.
The potential partners existed* and were in reasonably priximity*
to one another.

Cooperation, based on general postures, was valued* in

education, but did not seem to occur with much frequency.

Little was

known about the community* of "Johnstown", but it was not believed to
be an innovative* one - it was seen as rather provincial.

Thus, while there were opportunities to cooperate*, they were

marginal generally and, in some cases, the opportunities for the College
and School Department were not known.

A review of the affecting factors at the outset of the

Summary.

project shows that our knowledge was limited.

The situations of the

College and School Department were known only generally.

The percep-

tions of their principal operating officers were not established.

One

person at the University, the Acting Associate Provost, was inclined
toward the project.

The Project Director was interested in pursuing

While there was an interest on the part of

a concept he had developed.

the University in seeing the project undertaken,

there were no compelling

overwhelming
reasons for the project to be successful, nor any obviously
roadblocks.

More knowledge of the "other" two organizations was needed

before any reasonable assessment could be made.
At the end of December

Johnstown

and

.

After the Project Director visited

and the
met with the Chief executive of the College
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School Department,

a

new assessment could be made as follows:

Motivating Conditions*.

The financial "bind" of the educational

institutions was of great concern to the College President
and Dean.
They were faced with the need to reduce staff including
faculty and

were not willing to consider any diversion of resources* to

a

relatively

uncontrollable activity (one which might not be totally directed to
serving their needs).

They recognized some discontent in the community

with the degree of service* and/or contact due to their new location,
and were seeking means of alleviating that displeasure.

This project,

which was one that might be principally attributed to the University
did not present an acceptable alternative*.

There was no outside

pressure* for them to participate in this project.

with the University were not all positive.

Their experiences*

They stated that the number

of emissaries* from the University (the School of Education, the School
of Business, Continuing Education, etc.) made coherent dealings dif-

ficult, as did the emissaries' lack of ability to make meaningful com-

mitments.

There was some cooperation* being established with the School

of Education project, but they seemed to view it as requiring major

effort on their part.

They were displeased that one of their faculty

was not given tuition free access to the School of Business program.
The School Superintendent recognized the Departments'

financial

limitations*, but was favorably disposed toward the University, despite
his adverse past experience*.

He was willing to provide some resources*

readily be
especially where they were structured so that they could not

criticized.

urgency
The Superintendent did not indicate any sense of

adults, although he
in extending the Department's services to
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acknowledged the need lor such service.
I

inding a way

of

ance distress*.

He seemed more interested in

relating to the University than in relieving performSchool Departments normally feel little pressure to

provide education for adults.

Basic education (learning to read and

write) are usually seen as being in their province, but definitely

secondary to the education of children.

Thus the function* of the

school department would permit the exclusion of adults, and seemed to
Until the community, through the Board of Education,

in this case.

redefined the mission of the school, there was no value* to be obtained
from involvement in the Learning Center.

There was no outside pressure*.

There was an existing Basic Education center which provided an almost
perfect alternative*.

The Superintendent's past experience* with the

University had been negative.
In summary, other than the good will of the Superintendent of the

Schools, there was little to motivate* the College or School Department
to participate.

Vague concern with adult education and cooperation,

was not sufficient to cause either organization's chief executive to
feel significant impetus to cooperate*.

For the College, their financial

"bind" offered good justification for not cooperating.

Facilitating Conditions*.
the School of Education project.

The Community College had contact* with
The School of Education sought to

the College.
have some of their students attend class at

The President

kept adequately informed
and the Dean indicated concern about being
and plans.
about the School of Education's progress
disc lose- any

They did not

Interchange of people* or joint memberships*.

The President

between the University’s Continuing
and Dean were aware of contacts*
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Education and their own as well as other sporadic contacts.
clear real concerns about territorial conflict*.

They made

They were clearly

disturbed by the possible diversion of students from the College either
to study in the Learning Center or to the University.

Assurances of

the purpose of the Center were not impressive to them and did not seem
to relieve their apprehension.

Other than the President and Dean, the staff* of the College was
not involved at this point in time.

In our initial discussion,

they

stated that none of their personnel were to be involved other than the
The President and Dean seemed aware of the "working group" and

Dean.

intent on disavowing their staff member's participation.

Accepting the

two executives as the "boundary personnel"*, they saw themselves as

contact persons*, but were not favorably disposed* toward this project.
They had the authority* to at least initiate

a

cooperative effort, but

possibly not the time or interest to become truly involved.

No

indication was obtained as to their view of the potential loss of

decision-making autonomy*.

The project was unessential*, but the ben-

efits were seen as much less certain* than some costs*.
at
The characteristics* of the President and Dean were somewhat

odds.

They were both mature and of approximately the same age*.

The

and more secure
President was appreciably more cosmopolitan* in outlook
in

liis

position.

If, however,

the community was correct and the

expected, his
President was less in control than might have been
Dean.
character was less important than that of the

The Dean was both

apt to embrace significant
parochial* and insecure* and thus was not

change at that time.
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The attitudes of the President and Dean
spoke of a strong hier-

archical structure*, at least at their level in the College.

They were

not willing for the balance of the organization to become
involved*, so
its characteristics were relatively unimportant.

A visit to
cial*.

Johnstown

confirmed its reputation as rather provin-

The people viewed their town and themselves as being cut-off

Irom the state and isolated.

They were concerned with the heritage of

the immediate area and felt unrelated to the broader region.

The com-

munity was above average in wealth*, but heavily dependent on the
fortunes of one company.

There was no indication of

a sense of need

for a learning center in the community*.
For the School Department, the boundaries* with the University and

College were output boundaries requiring little interaction.

were few interdependencies*.
other organizations.

There

The Superintendent was well aware* of the

Domain* was not a sensitive issue, because there

was no competition for resources* and the goals of the organizations

were complimentary*.

The Superintendent saw cooperation* as one of

his functions and had the authority* to initiate a cooperative project.
The size* of the School Department made the project, as envisioned,

unessential*.

The Superintendent was cosmopolitan*, mature*, and

secure* and was thus personally amenable to a cooperative project.

lhe

need* of
School Department was strongly hierarchal* and felt little
this project.
of coopThe conditions which might facilitate the establishment

the College and School
eration were thus present to some extent for both

Department.

however, than
The College had more negative conditions,

did the School Department.

After visiting the town, the process* intended to be
used was
thought through by the Project Director.

It was

intended to be directed

toward this particular* town, these organizations and this project.

It

was designed to accommodate the initial lack of resources* and to de-

velop resources* (grant funds) from outside organizations.

Capacities*.

In the eyes of the President and Dean, the College

did not have resources* to lend to this project.

They were in a period

of retrenchment to the extent of terminating tenured faculty.

That

retrenchment was engendering much internal strife* in the College which
was occupying sizable amounts of the time and energy of the administrators.

The external environment* also deterred the College.

The

difference in size and prestige* between the College and the University
made the College feel vulnerable especially since the local economy*
had not recovered from a severe slump.
The School Department, because of its size, could provide some

minimal resources*, especially through the use of operational resources
(people,

facilities, etc.).

in the school system.

There were no internal stresses* apparent

While the School Department was not comparable*

to the University in size and/or prestige,

it was a reasonably large*

system and had a good reputation* (according to the citizens of
town)

Johns-

thus it was not particularly vulnerable*.

College as having
As has been noted, the administrators saw the
Department.
less capacity to cooperate* than did the School

There

not so great a disparity
seemed to be some disparity between the two, but

suggested.
as the attitudes of the administrators
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Costs*.

expected.

For the College,

there were some significant costs*

Autonomy* was a major issue.

The ability of the College

to maintain a balanced cooperative relationship*
was a concern.

seemed afraid the University would overwhelm them.

They

They might have

been more willing to cooperate, if they had felt more able
to control*
the future course level of "cooperation".

Because of the greater

prestige* of the University, the College's image* stood to be enhanced
by the project.

However, any drain on resources* was too much for the

College, in its view, at that time.

There did not seem to be any

incompatibility in operating goals.*

The "territorial" conflict* has

been noted a number of times above.
The School Department was really not in the business* of teaching

adults, particularly disadvantaged adults.
regard in

Johnstown

was being done

by

Department's image* would be enhanced.
be tolerated.

What was being done in that

the State.

The School

The drain on resources* could

There was no conflict in operating goals* and no

"territorial" conflict*.

Thus, the "costs" of cooperation were far

more an issue for the College than the School Department.

Opportunities to cooperate*.

The College and School Department

were "handed" an opportunity* by the University and other community

agencies through the establishment of the 'working group

.

The chief

executives chose not to acknowledge the existence of that mechanism*
and to proceed with a more formalized structure.

Their staff members

by both
on the "working group" were deliberately refused status

organizations.

by the
The apparent assessment of their opportunity*

College was that resources* were too dear.

Its staff* and supporters*

were unaware of the project and so had neither
accepted nor rejected it.

Cooperation seemed to be valued*, under certain
limited conditions.
Externally, the potential partners* were on the
scene.

Cooperation

was claimed as having value* by the community of
education.

munity was nut an innovative* one.

The com-

The School Department had the same

opportunity* structure except that somewhat more resourced were believed
to be available and the concept had stronger value* to the
Superintendent.
ihus, while opportunities were existent,

they were seen more

clearly by the Superintendent than by the President and Dean.
At the end of December, then, an overall assessment of the posi-

tions of the President and Dean of the College and the Superintendent
of Schools could be summarized as follows.

Neither organization had

strong motivation to cooperate*, although the Superintendent felt recourses* were available and there was value* in such

a

project.

There

was sensitivity of the College to issues of domain*, and few of the

conditions which would have facilitated cooperation* were present at
the time.

The Superintendent saw his organization as having the

capacity to cooperate*, where the President and Dean did not acknowledge

doing so.

The costs* perceived by the College were greater than those

for the School Department and, while the opportunity* was present, it

was not an overwhelming one.
The community* was not conducive to a project of this sort,

although the capacity* to support it seemed to exist.
for domain*
The most important factors seemed to be the concern

of the Superintendent to
on the part of the College and the willingness

cooperate*

seemed to provide a
The resource shortage * of the College

8b

means of refusing to cooperate rather than being
itself.

a

major deterrent

The reluctance of the President and Superintendent to

recognize the existing involvement* of their staff and the
existence
of the working group was also important.
In the middle of January

.

After the meeting in January, some new

information was available which enables

a

of the three organizations at that time.

factor does not seem warranted.

reassessment of the positions
A recapitulation of each

The new insights will be noted and

the factors affected pointed out.

The meeting seemed to crystalize the posture of the College.

The

Superintendent's invitation made clear that he and the Associate
Provost would represent their respective organizations.

It

seemed that

either the Dean or the President would have been the appropriate

person to represent the College.

The delegation of the Director of

Continuing Education appeared to illustrate the lack of importance the
President and/or Dean attached to the meeting and the project.

It

appeared to me to be an affront to the Associate Provost and an

indication that even minimal cooperation from the College could not be
expected.

Even if the meeting been one of Directors of Continuing

Education, the Director from the College would have been an unfortunate

choice because of his consistent "blocking" behavior.

appeared to be both an inappropriate and

a

As it was he

poor choice.

of the
The invitation of the College to the Project Director

significant, although
School of Education's project also appeared to be

their motivation never became clear.
to grant permission
Doth the President and Superintendent refused
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Lo their "working group" members to
attend the meeting, blatantly,

effectively and permanently eliminating their
involvement in the proj ect
on any formal basis.
The fact that the Superintendent of Schools
convened the meeting
and held it at his offices represented an
application of resources* on

his part and an expression of value expectancy*.

To some extent his

support could represent outside pressure* on the College to also
cooperate and an expression of value* on the part of a member of the "set"
of the College and University.

The announcement at the meeting of the agreement of the State to

relocate the ABE center could have been a major influence on the course
of the project,

present.

It,

had the President and/or Dean of the College been

too,

reflected new, significant resources* made available.

It could also have been interpreted as a statement of value* by a

higher level of the educational establishment.

The impact of this

development seemed lost because of the lack of meaningful representation
The organization which needed reassurances

on the part of the College.

and convincing simply wasn't present to be convinced.

Instead of that

change providing a rallying point for the crystallization of commitment,
it was dissipated.

At

the end o f February

.

After the appointment of specific contact

persons another assessment of the positions of the organizations could
be made.

Again

a

review factor by factor is not necessary so only a

summary will be given.
by designating
The College simply confirmed their earlier position

representative to the
their Director of Continuing Education as their
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Center’s Governing Board.

He was no more apt to be cooperative* than

he had been and had no more authority*, so would
be no more functional.

His appointment, now formalized, represented an allocation
of resources*,
but one which could be seen as more defensive than meaningful.
to keep them in touch with what was to be done.

negative.

He was

His contribution was

As an overlapping member*, he was ineffective, his role seL

was negative*, he lacked any authority* to act, and he was character-

istically* uninclined toward innovation.
The appointment of the Director of Continuing Education of the

School Department was also significant for the project.

The Director's

behavior was very much like that of his counterpart at the College as
were his characteristics*.

In this case,

the Director's failure to act

seemed more due to lethargy than perversity.

If what was asked

little effort and was explicit, he might accomplish it.
a

list of possible nominees for the Governing Board.)

required

(He did provide

He had no

authority* to act and characteristically* was not an innovator.

The

Superintendent's determination that the Director should be the contact
was at best unfortunate and may have crucially affected the project by

effectively forestalling meaningful involvement of the School Department.
greater
Had the director of the existing ABE Center been chosen, much

would have
rapport might have been possible, a more innovative person

been overcome.
been involved, and a point of resistance might have
Thus,

and affected
the contact people* appointed, were important

involvement of their
the outcome by significantly controlling the

respective organizations.

Whether by design or accident, worse choices,

have been hard to find.
for the success of the project, would
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T he decision by FIPSE that no grant
would be

forthcoming that year was the final crucial incident
for the project.
The affecting factors can be reassessed once
more at that time.

A number of sources of funding for the project
were explored and
one by one eliminated.

decision was rendered
had become acute.

The last source was FIPSE.
in July,

the University's financial situation

Not only was hiring frozen, but cutbacks were being

made in programs which had existed for some time.
to FIPSE had been initiated six months before.

made,

By the time their

The grant application

Had the grant been

the project could feasibly have continued and, with those

resources*, might have become attractive to both the College and School

Department because some resources could have been provided to them as
recompense for their cooperation.

They would then have had some

motivation to be involved and their limited capacities would have been
less significant.

In addition,

the establishment of an operating

center could have stimulated a response from the community which might
have provided outside pressure* on both the College and School Department to support the Center.

The concern of the Associate Provost that

no untenable commitments be made prevented the Center from being made

operational unless meaningful outside funding was obtained.

When the

last source was lost, the project was unequivocally lost as well.

The final straw was the determination that the University could
not support any new grant requests.

Some sources of funds had been

foreclosed because the proposal cycle had been missed the preceeding
fall.

In addition,

the following year.

FIPSE offered reconsideration, with amendment,
forestalled
The University's own budgetary "crunch"
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those chances and totally ended the project.

The Associate Provost

could not divert resources* (as would have been
necessary) from ongoing

activities to support

a

new one, when there were not enough resources to

fully support the established projects.
At this point, not only were resources which could stimulate

cooperation not gained, those which had enabled the initiation of the
project were lost as well and the end had come.

Interpretation of Data

The project has been reviewed at five times over its life to

determine the effect of the various factors.

It was found

reasonable knowledge of the organizations involved (after

that given
a visit

to

Johnstown and meetings with the chief executives of the organizations
there)

,

factors.

it was

possible to assess the impact of essentially all of the

A few of the listed factors were not present or were totally

insignificant in this project.

Those were overlapping memberships,

homogeneous personnel groups, output competition, and acceptance of
the project by supporters.

Intuitively it appears that those factors

could be present and could be of significance in some other project.

Their lack of pertinence here seems to be

a

peculiarity of this project,

not because the factors are invalid.
they were
Some factors could not adequately be assessed because
- the "set" of the
not well enough defined by the people involved

organizations, the goals being pursued.

Had the executives involved

have been better delined
been queried specifically, those factors might

and their impact assessed.

educational
As it happens, however, few
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institutions of which the author is aware, have explicit
statements
goals,

ot

thus the lack of definition may have been inherent
in the

organizations involved.
Other

factors could not adequately be assessed because the author

did not gu i n sufficient insight into the beliefs of the principal

actors

.

Whether the President and Dean saw the College's performance

as deficient and in what way(s), was not fully clear.
a need for greater community contact,
a need

(They acknowledged

but that might have indicated only

for communications not a need for better performance.)

The value

expectancies of all three organizations had largely to be surmised.
Whether there was perceived any common threat or how acceptable the
perceived loss of decision-making autonomy was, were not explicitly known.
The response of the staffs was also largely unknown.

To a large extent,

the staffs were simply never involved and none of them was known to

have formed a collective position on the project.

It

is unlikely that

knowledge of those factors would have enabled the project to succeed,
but it might have progressed further than it did.
In reviewing the application of factors over time,

the die was cast early in the project.

paramount importance became

The factors which were of

apparent early and remained so.

events served to reconfirm early estimates.
at

it appears that

For instance,

Later

it was

obvious

resources would be a
the outset that the accumulation of necessary

involved and the
problem because of the pressure on the organizations

potential external sources.
state of the economy which constrained the
caused the demise of the
Resources remained a problem and ultimately

project.

It

would be concerned
was expected that the Community College
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about the University "horning in" on
its territory,

It

was and remained

so
In

applying the factors there was appreciable
redundancy.

were two levels at which a number of factors
were treated
existence of the factor and secondly its importance.

-

There

first the

(The first level

is essentially objective while the second
is subjective.)

Acceptance

by staff as an opportunity factor was at the
objective level - accept-

ance either existed or not - acceptance by staff as

a

facilitating

condition was subjective - it enhanced the likelihood that cooperation
would happen.

To some extent that distinction generated some difficulty

in applying the list of factors.

It was

sometimes difficult to decide

at which point a factor should be applied and whether its reconsider-

ation later was wholly redundant.
Comment could be made about all of the factors very early in the
project.

Knowledge of the factors in advance and

to gather data about

a

deliberate attempt

them would, undoubtedly have increased the amount

and improved the quality of the information about them.

Their

significance to the people involved could not be determined in many
cases, because the ''actors" neither said nor did anything which re-

flected their awareness and evaluation of the factor of concern.

The

author saw the project as being unessential to any of the organizations.

Whether that view was shared by the Associate Provost, President or

Superintendent simply isn't known.

Thus, while one can guess at the

impact of some factors, there is no way to be sure that one

correct.

s

guess is

We can say that all of the factors, with the exception

oi

their
those relating to goals and values, could be commented on and
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effect estimated.

We can say that the people who were
involved stated

their concerns and that those thus highlighted
were significant.
In

Ln

general, therefore, the list has been shown to
be meaningful

reviewln g the project.

Our concern was to determine whether the

factors developed earlier were influential in the course
of this project
and,

if so,

which were of greatest significance.

Their impact, in most

cases, has been recognizable.
It

icance.

is

difficult to be sure which factors had the greatest signif-

Certainly the lack of resources was crucial -

ultimate termination of the project.

it

caused the

Had resources been plentiful,

the other influential factors may have paled to insignificance.

was,

As it

the defensiveness of the College with respect to its territory

was also critical.

The characteristics of the contact persons (boundary

personnel) assigned to the project were also important.

Obtaining

involvement and support from people who are not innovative is difficult
or impossible.

Whether their positions in their respective organiza-

tions or their personalities precluded those men from being able to

make commitments isn't known, but they did not display the authority

needed in effective boundary personnel.

Thus the most significant

factors of those listed, in this case, appeared to be, in order,
1.

Lack of resources.

2.

Territorial concern.

3.

Characteristics and authority of boundary personnel.

In

reviewing the course of the project a question arises as to

College and
whether the apparent lack of cooperation of the Community
to see the need for a
Lhe School Department stemmed from their failure
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learning center in Johnstown.

Whether, in fact, that was the basis for

their actions, cannot be known.

The earlier research project seemed to

reflect that a need for such centers exists generally
in the United

States at this time.

group saw the need.

The Community Action Agency and original working

The School Superintendent acknowledged such a

need, but he did not apparently see the need as one which his
department

necessarily had to meet at the time the project was attempted.

The

Community College administrators did not explicitly acknowledge the
need for a center.

They did, however, establish

a

"learning center"

for students needing special tutoring and assistance during the year

after the project recounted here ended.
The list of factors reflects the felt need for the activity as
the summation of a number of subsidiary factors.

The basic factor

which relates most directly to the general need is the performance
distress which is a motivating factor.

It will be recalled that

performance distress becomes a motivating factor when the organization's
policy unit recognizes that its performance is not in concert with
the PLU's goals and objectives.

Clearly if such a variance existed

for the Community College or School Department in this case, it was

not sufficiently strong a motivator to overcome some of the restraining

factors
Two factors noted in the literature were not incorporated in the

model

-

motives/commitment and competitive balance.

(Motives/commit-

not always be
ment reflected that the motives of an organization might

illustrated by
what they seemed and that the "real" motives might be

number of subunits which
commitment which was positively related to the
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were permitted to become involved.

Competitive balance suggests that

some competition for resources can be desirable,
to funding agencies,
as a means of obtaining information to aid in
resource allocation.)
I

he effect of the latter cannot be evaluated in
this project because

it relates to the response of supporters - funding
sources.

Funding

sources were never involved in this project, it did not develop fully

enough to have required their involvement, thus their potential interest
in maintaining competition rather than cooperation had no impact.

The motives/commitment factor may provide some insight into the

behavior of the College and the School Department.

The President and

Dean were very specific in demanding that the Project Director limit
his contact to the Dean, even though there were three or four subunits
of the College which were concerned with disadvantaged learners, incominunity field programs, and community contact.

The strong resistance

to broader contact served clear notice that the College was not going

to commit itself to the project even if the statements of the President

Whether the insistence of the

and Dean had not been so explicit.

Superintendent that the Department
uing Education reflected

a

'

s

contact

be the Director of Contin-

similar intent is difficult to determine.

Other contacts, with the exception of the ABE Director, were not

explicitly foreclosed.

Contact existed and was known to exist with the

contact
staff member who was a "working group" member, and continued

with him was not forbidden.
a

There seems, thus, to have been at least

Superintendent and
slight difference in attitude on the part of the

the President and Dean.

It

appears that breadth of contact,

committed.
case, did relate positively to willingness to be

m

this
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Ihis attempt to apply the

list u£ affecting factors has been

successful with respect to the project considered here.

generally applicable.

The list was

Where individual factors could not be applied,

most frequently it was because of a lack of knowledge on the part of
the author.

noted.

The most significant factors were recognizable and were

The two factors not incorporated into the list were considered

and one appeared to apply in this case.
The next chapter will summarize the project and its results, make

recommendations as to the use of the list in the future and suggest
some areas where further research appears to be warranted.

y;

CHAPTER

V

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
After deriving, from the literature, a list of factors
which could
be expected to influence the course of a project Involving
cooperation

among organizations,

a

relationship among

University, a community college and a school de-

a

partment was reviewed.

project which sought to establish

a

cooperative

The impact of each of the list of factors was

assessed at five points throughout the history of the project.

While

the vast majority of the listed factors could be seen to have had some

impact on the project, three were recognized as having been of greatest

significance.
a

The major difficulty in applying the list was seen to be

lack of information on the part of the author, despite deep involve-

ment in the project, about the motives and concerns of the people involved.

Partial knowledge of their motivations resulted in an inability

to interpret,

or to correctly interpret, their behavior in terms of the

list of factors.

In general,

however, the list appeared to be a help-

ful analytical tool for retrospective analysis and a potentially

valuable tool for prospective application.
In using the

list there were at least three factors which came to

light which were not on the list, the credibility of the contact per-

son(s), the impact of supporting, but not directly cooperating, organi-

zations and the impact of the project on third-party relationships.
Each is discussed in turn.
of the
The credibility of the Project Director as the initiator

project may have affected the response of the College.

Had the mitiaL

Provost, even by
contact with the President been from the Associate
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telephone, the President's response might have been more
accepting.

January meeting was intended to accomplish the needed contact,
but

The
if

the contact person were of any import in this case,
apparently the die

had already been cast by the visit of the Project Director in December,
if

the cooperation of the College was critical, as it was, then the

initial contact should have been from someone who's position could im-

mediately lend credibility to his/her statements of intent.
The CAP Agency supported the cooperative activity, but was not one
of the principal triumvirate.

Its obvious support may have had some

impact on the response of the other organizations.

The CAP Agency had

established relationships with the other organizations, and was a force
in the community.

In some ways it could have been regarded as an out-

side pressure group, but need not have been pressuring.

Simply its

proximity to and concern with the project could have had an effect.
The impact of the project on relationships the organizations had
For instance, the

with yet other organizations also became a concern.
School Department had

a

relationship with the State ABE activity.

project was affecting that relationship because

influence the location of the new ABE Center.

I

The

was attempting to

The School Department

was willing to support the change in location which

I

was seeking, but

Center because of the
was concerned that the State not forego the new

pressure for a change in its location.
ent

The behavior of the Superintend-

existent relationship
toward the project was thus affected by the

ABE activity.
between the School Department and the State
and included in the list
The three new factors can be catagorized
of

Affecting Factors.

relationships would
The impact on third-party
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potent

ial

1

be a cost.

The other two factors - credibility of contact

persons and impact of supporting institutions - are facilitating
condit ions

lhe further expanded

list of factors is shown below as

Table 11.
While the need to add factors to the list as a result of this
project suggests that

it

may still be incomplete, it was serviceable,

and with the additional factors should be even more so.

attempt another similar project,
to ensure that

I

I

Were

1

to

would use the list as a checklist

was considering all the pertinent factors in planning

the course of the project.

The list could also serve as a basis for

initial interviews with the principal people in the organizations.

Its

use in that case would ensure that the position of those administrators
in regard to the various facets of the project was known at an early

stage.

Lewin,

The list can be used as a basis for a force field analysis (see
1947) of the project which can then be used to plan actions to

either reduce resistances or increase driving forces.
The list could also serve as a review mechanism.

It could be used

as a checklist to review the status of a project which was underway,

used
(which is essentially what was done here), even if it had not been
in

the initial planning.

As a basis for reviewing,

it could ensure that

be considered.
many areas which might be or become problems would

It

forestall later
would thus prevent items from being overlooked and/or

"surprises"
once in laying out a
As a checklist, the list need be used only

plan or at a review point.

the
Even in the case of retrospective use,

are probably sufficient, one at
results here suggest that three reviews
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TABLE

11

FURTHER EXPANDED LIST OF AFFECTING FACTORS
Moti vat i ng Conditions

Resource shortage
Performance distress
Specificity of function
Significant value expectancy
Normative
Objective
Internal
External (domain)
Outside pressure
Lack of other alternatives
Positive past experience

Facilitating Conditions
Permeable boundaries
Overlapping memberships
Interflow of people, information, products
Homogeneity of personnel
groups
Awareness of interdependencies
Organizational contact
Perceived common threat or
crisis
Shared input resources
Output competition
Awareness of potential
partners
Cooperation recognized as
an alternative
Units of exchange available
Mechanisms for controlling
exchange available
Domain not a sensitive issue
Commonality of goals, values
Complementarity of goals,
function
Distinctiveness of goals
Acceptance by staff
Role set of boundary
personnel
Authority vested in boundary
personnel
Acceptable Loss of decisionmaking autonomy

Facilitating Conditions (cont

.

Unessentiality of project
Surety of expected benefits
Conducive characteristics of Personnel
Organization
Environment
Project
Process
Change Agent
Impact of supporting institutions
Credibility of contact
person(s)
Capacities

Intra-organizational
Resource available
Relative internal harmony
Professional personnel involved
External environment
Large number of organizations
in "set"
Values of "set"
Comparability of size, prestige, etc.

General economy strong
Costs

Unfavorable impact on autonomy
Unfavorable impact on image
Unfavorable impact on thirdparty relationships
Excessive drain on resources
Incompatible operating goals
"Territorial" conflicts

Opportunities to Cooperate
Internal norms & capacity
Resources available
Acceptance by staff
Acceptance by supporters
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TABLE

11

Opportunities to C ooperate (con t

Cooperation valued
External norms & capacity
Proximity of partners
Cooperation valued by "set"
Potential partners exist
Innovative community

.

(cont.)
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the outset, one about one-third of the way through
the project, and one
at the end.

Unless the character of

a

project changes radically during

its life, more frequent applications of the list seem
to be unnecessary.

Future Research

From the results achieved here, it seems the list of factors can
be helpful in assessing the likely course of a project involving inter-

organizational cooperation and in planning the desired course of such
a project.

Use of the list as a basis for analysis suggests some further

efforts which might make it still more serviceable.
The addition of factors to the list as a result of this project

reflects that it is not all encompassing.

undoubtedly suggest yet further additions.
be "complete" is doubtful.

Other applications will

Whether the list can ever

Hopefully it does not exclude any crucial

factors, but additional applications are needed before that hope can

become more certain.
To enhance the value of the list as a tool for retrospective review
of projects,

it would be helpful if some means of including variations

When the list is used as a checklist for

over time could be found.

planning or in-process review, time is not a concern because the planner
(or reviewer's)

interest is at a single point in time.

'

s

When used for

are of
more comprehensive reviews, where a number of points in time

concern, the list becomes cumbersome as it is.
assessibility of the
A major concern in the use of the list is the

motives of the "actors".

Predictions of behavior are most invalid when
.

based on false interpretations of intent.

In this project,

the real

10'J

intent

ot

known.

the Superintendent,

to cooperate or resist,

Possibly he was ambivalent.

as to intent.

is still

not

Broad commitment may offer one clue

Possibly there are other similar indirect indications

which may be indicative of motives.

Certainly such indicators are needed.

As was noted at the outset, one project is not sufficient to

establish the value of the list or the analytical scheme.
of the

1

isL

to other projects

non-education organizations,

involving other organizations, especially
is

necessary before any statement can be

made as to its general serviceability.

cable in this case.

Application

It

appears to have been appli-

There seemed to be no major limitations to

would forestall its broader application.

that

it

The proof of the pudding,

however, will be in its use in other settings.
It

would be valuable to test the serviceability of the list as

forecasting tool by applying it in that way to some new project.

a

The

redundancies noted when the list was used retrospectively suggest that
some other format might be needed to make it more readily applicable
for planning.

The surety with which the list can be used would be increased if

assessments of

a

project were made independently by two or more people

and the correlations of their assessments were determined.

Since the

assessment of the influence of any individual factor is the composite
- how that
of a number of bits of data - interviews, behaviors, actions

data is compiled may vary from person to person.
to be more

Some factors may prove

reliably assessible than others.

Research could be done to evaluate the list as
of a Policy Unit

in

a

tool for the use

analyzing its deliberations with respect

to a
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prospective or on-going cooperative venture.

in that case,

the focus

might be the use of the list to assist in
crystalizing the areas of
concern of the Policy Unit.
in this project,

the points in time at which the assessments were

made were chosen logically, but relatively arbitrarily.

It

may be that

there are patterns to the development of cooperative projects which can
be discerned and which will suggest generic critical periods at which
a

review of the project, possibly with the assistance of the list of

factors, would be of particular value.

periods exist, but

I

Logically it seems that such

am not aware of them having been identified.

It may also be that there are classes of cooperative projects each

of which have certain peculiarities or patterns of action.

If such

patterns exist, and the list might help recognize them, planning would
be much simplified once the "class" of a given project was identified.

Some of the specific questions which might be used as the basis for

future research thus appear to be -

What additional affecting factors can be identified
as being significant in interorganizational
cooperative projects?
Are there regularities in interorganizational projects
which can be identified and which might serve as
a basis for standardization of planning?
Is

the list of factors given here sufficiently detailed
and explicit to enable reliable assessments of their
impact to be made?

Are there regularities in interorganizational projects
which provide critical points at which to assess
progress and revise plans?
suggested, but
Numerous other potential research projects might be

appear to offer the
those noted are-the most intriguing to me and
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potential for significant iurther progress in understanding
and controlLing projects requiring interorgan izational cooperation.

Conclusion

The purpose of this paper was to try to provide an answer to the

question. What are the factors which inhibit or facilitate interorgan izational cooperation?

Table 11.

A large number of those factors are listed in

Such a table did not exist before this paper was initiated

and, therefore, if the list has any validity, it represents a step

forward.

The results of the use of the list in relation to the project

used as a basis for analysis here suggest that it is valid, and that
it does

reflect the factors involved in a real project.

There does

seem to be some potential for using the list for predictive purposes
and by doing so to enhance the likelihood of success for a project on

which it is so used.

Hopefully, others will find this list of suffi-

cient interest to further its development through use and modification.
If

so, my intent will have been fulfilled.
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CHAPTER

VI

COMMENTARY
As a sort of epilog to the implementation
project and the develop-

ment of this paper, this chapter will very briefly
summarize some of
the major learnings
i

I

derived from those efforts.

here are two levels of learning

the second theoretical.

I

can perceive, one personal and

In the personal vein,

I

approached the project

with enthusiasm and a firm belief in what needed to be done.
ably

I

did as well as anyone could have.

Conceiv-

At the same time, my inade-

quacies could have influenced the outcome.
The most important learning to come out of this project for me was
the recognition that even in circumstances such as these, skill in

listening can be helpful.

Had

I

been wholly attentive to and under-

standing of the concerns which were stated to me by the executives
involved,

I

would have been better prepared for their subsequent behav-

Had

I

understood them at the time of the interviews,

ior.

I

could have

asked how their concerns could be relieved; I'm confident they would
have responded honestly.

Had

I

listened carefully enough to their

response, the principal planning for the next phase of the project

would have been much simpler.

Another personally directed learning was that
a

project of this sort previously.

As a result,

of the potential problems enough ahead of time.

I

I

had not attempted

could not see enough

There is a maxim in

first entrebusiness that one should never use his own money for his

preneurial venture.

how
The logic is that the first time, no matter

well prepared you are, you will fail.

A similar logic may have prevailed
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here.

1

was an experienced businessman, researcher,
etc.

experienced implementer of educational innovations.

I

was not an

It would be com-

forting to believe Lhat my capabilities are now an order
(or two) of

magnitude greater than they were at the outset of this project.

Whether

that hope is factual, only the next project will show.
In

the theoretical vein, the literature suggests that understanding

why the people in an organization behave as they do is an extremely

complex problem, probably so complex that

it

cannot really be solved.

That pessimism may be valid if one seeks absolute understanding.

absolute understanding of even
probably impossible

is

it and

-

a

brief

interchange

But

between two people

there are simply too many factors which affect

too much information is exchanged for either of the parties, to

say nothing of an observor, to totally comprehend the transaction.

For-

tunately, one doesn't need to understand total ly to be able to interact

with someone else or to influence the course of action of an organization.
In an organization,

where

a

number of people are interacting at one time

and in possibly conflicting ways, understanding is certainly more dif-

ficult than with a single person.

And yet an organization is a collec-

tion of people and their collective (organizational) response will

result largely from the one, two or three people who are ascendant at
any point in time.

Thus,

to predict an organizational response, one

response
must recognize those in control and try to understand their

patterns.

1

factors
believe the task is feasible and that the list of

derived here can be helpful in it.
this project
Given that analysis is not impossible, why wasn't

mo,re successful?
i

which I'm sure
There are a number of reasons, some of
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I

haven’t identified.

Two which are apparent to me are that the planning

and analysis were inadequate, and it may be that the
project simply

wasn't possible under and circumstances.
In the report on the lesearch project,

I

suggested a planning phase

before any attempt was made to implement a learning center.

The idea

was to take some time to select a community where such a project might
be desirable and do some spade work in preparation for the implementation

effort.

That preparatory period was not available.

A very brief time

was spent surveying Johnstown, but the pressure was to activate the
center.

A period of evaluation, without any commitment to proceed,

would have enhanced the likelihood of success.

With such a planning

period, the project might never have been undertaken.

There is the finite possibility that no matter what had been done

differently the project would have failed.
for it to be successful,
to tolerate its presence.

Center obtained funding.
could have been bought.

As a cooperative effort,

the Community College would at least have had
I

believe that would have occurred, had the

With money, the cooperation of the College
As it was, there was little or no meaningful

payoff for the College, and their concern about the University muscling
in on their territory was unrelieved.

Possibly the territorial concern

would have precluded the College from ever participating.

It may be

of the diversion of
that the College would have remained so fearful

the existence of the
students that they could never have acquiesced to

Center.

organization will
Certainly there will be cases where one

it seems too much at
never engage in a cooperative project because

variance with their principal interests.

This might have been such a
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project
In summary,

it

was an interesting, challenging project.

much both pleasant and not so.

1

1

learned

hope that this record and analysis

will help me and others to make other similar projects yet more successful.

APPENDIX
THE PROGRESS REPORTS
Report

//I

January

TO:

Acting Associate Provost

FROM:

Robert

SUBJECT:

Status Report

S.

5

Donnelly
//I

- Johnstown Adult Learning Center

This report covers the initiai period of my efforts regarding the
Johnstown Adult Learning Center project from the time of our discussion
of November 6th. to date.

After agreeing to explore the possibilities of initiating a learning
center in "Johnstown" until the final presentation of the Telecommunications Project on December 12th., my activities concerning Johnstown were
minimal.
L
met with representatives of UWW and Continuing Education
separately and with you (on November 25th.).
1 visited Johnstown and
established contact there with the director of the Community Action
Program Agency (CAP).
I met with faculty of our School of Education
who have a project in Johnstown, and 1 met with the working group UWW
and C/E had set up in Johnstown (which included representatives from
CAP, Johnstown Community College (JCC) and the Johnstown School Department)
.

On 18 and 19 December, I delivered some copies of the Telecommunications report to the National Science Foundation and the U.S. Office of
I took the opportunity to seek potential fundEducation in Washington.
We
from the Office of Education (USOE)
Center
for
the
Learning
ing
Fund
'76
the
all
but
from
funds
for
FY
cycle
proposal
the
have missed
They were not
for the Improvement of Post-Secondary Education (FIPSE)
about
fund
50 projwill
and
proposals
They expect 3,000
encouraging.
and,
soon,
funded
be
to
hopes
USOE
of
The Career Education office
ects.
and
FIPSE
to
addition
In
if it is, may offer another possibility.
Careers, I contacted and have program information on Adult Education,
Vocational Education, Education of the Handicapped, the National Science
Foundation's Technology Assessment Program, etc.
.

.

I

have met a number of people in Johnstown, including.

The Mayor
Superintendent of Schools
CAP Director
Business Agent for the largest local union
(AFL-CIO)
Community College President

1

Report:

//I

1

(cont.)

Dean of Faculty of the Community College
State Department of Educational Regional
Supervisor A
State Department of Education Vocational
Specialist
State Department of Education Regional
Supervisor B
United Way Director (by phone)
I have also met with the working group with representatives of JCC,
the School Department and CAP.
That group will have a concept paper in
the hands of the School Superintendent, the President of JCC and others
this week.
A copy will also be sent to you, of course.
1 will be meeting with a USOE representative in Boston and a State
Department of Education perspn in Boston in a few days to discuss the
Learning Center and possible funding through the federal/state Adult,
Vocational and Technical education programs.

Resources - principally space and staff time - have been offered
The State Adult Education Program
by CAP and the School Department.
intends starting an Adult Basic Education (ABE) center in Johnstown
within the month. They have a location on the main street and $50 $65,000 available for use this fiscal year. My Boston meeting (paragraph above) is to explore this source of resources.
We may also be
CAP has offered space for the center.
Space for offices has been offered in
able to tap the new ABE Center.
Since the location can be critical,
the School Department headquarters.
1 am treading carefully.

Location

-

Johnstown Community College - The President and Dean of faculty
would not commit any resources other than contact with their staff
members who are involved in community service projects. They ai e wary
toward
of the University and tended to suggest that JCC was moving
toward
looking
are
They
help.
need
not
did
and
community involvement
budgetary
on
depending
Affairs
External
for
t lie appointment of a Dean
coopThey will take cultivating and reassurances of our
constraints.
of
allocation
the
through
participate
Whether they will
eration.
resources is open as yet.
Next steps:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

A proposal to F1PSE
The Boston meeting
A Title I proposal (follow-on

project)
An accepted concept paper
A governing board

to

research
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6.
7.

8.

9.

A community advisory council
A location
Added University of Massachusetts staff
Involvement of State College

Overall, it takes time and I am trying to move carefully.
I
believe, the ground work is laid.
Now I must consolidate somewhat
through the concept paper and formalized contacts. How the possible
funding will break is open as yet, but there are a number of alternatives.

I

am hopeful and enthusiastic.
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//

February

TO:

Ac t ing Associate Provost

FROM

Bob Donnelly

SUBJECT:

Status of

Johnstown

19

Learning Center

The principal accomplishment during January on the Project was
persuading the State Department of Education to move the Adult Basic
Education Center they are to put in Johnstown from Main Street to the
CAP agency.
I regard the ABE Center (which also provides learning for
high school equivalency) as a major part of the total learning center.
Were it on Main Street, we could not really work totally with it and
would probably have had to replicate it to some extent. A number of
meetings were required to obtain the change in location. The state has
up to $50,000 to invest in that center this fiscal year and can be
expected to support it (with federal money, of course) at a rate of
I
$50,000 - 60,000 per year. The next step is to get it in operation.
must work with and through the school district people to help that
happen.
1 will try to have a portion of their money (they have more
than they presently plan to spend) spent to assist the School of
Education's learning center.

Johnstown attended by you, the School
I was pleased you
of JCC and others.
representatives
Superintendent,
in the project,
position
University's
the
were able to come and restate
The concept
progress.
additional
but felt the meeting provided little
for
presented
was
group
working
paper which had been developed by the
comment and discussion at that meeting.
We had the meeting in

The preliminary proposal to FIPSE was submitted.
due by February 18.

A response is

the
After discussions all around including the school department,
acceptable
an
state department, JCC, etc., it seems the CAP agency is
that basis.
location for the Center at present and I am proceeding on
becomes
there
A move to a more central school may occur when space
available - one and one-half to two years.

visited the Learning
While in Boston to discuss the ABE Center, I
Vocational Education
Center on Franklin Street and the state department
- required attendance,
The Learning Center is very structured
office.
specified length of daily
morning, afternoon or evening sessions,
Also uses programmed
etc.
course,
period, specified number of weeks in
material and independent study approach.
suggested only that
The Vocational Education people
Johnstown.
their regional representative in

I

contact
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(coat.)

JCC is doing a job survey of Johnstown County.
I spent time
with its director and offered my cooperation. The survey could be of
much help to our center if it is successfully carried out.
I also met the city Director of Personnel and discussed the center
and her needs.
She is skeptical about the center coming to be but
could see that it would be of assistance in the training of city employees
.

The director of a program for disadvantaged students at JCC is
She has agreed to cooperate and will spend
interested in the Center.
some time there counseling people.

Another grant-based activity which is associated with JCC (a Title
activity) agreed to cooperate in development and use of community
service information.
I

Next steps:
I proposal
Contact with CETA
Obtain furniture
Obtain secretary
Set up Community Council
Set up Governing Council
Determine staff needs

A Title
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March

TO:

Those Interested

FROM:

Bob Donnelly

SUBJECT:

Status Report -

Johnstown

7

Adult Learning Center as of March

1

Two major events during February were the submission of a proposal
to the Board of Higher Education for funds under Title I, Higher
Education Act and a request by FIPSE (Fund for the Improvement of PostSecondary Education) for a final proposal. That final proposal must be
submitted by March 17 and is presently in process.

J.C.C., designated its Director of Continuing Education as my
contact person henceforth.
I spent an afternoon discussing the Learning
Center with him.
A secretary was obtained under a CETA grant. Three desks and
twelve folding chairs were provided by the School Department. A secretarial chair, a file cabinet and office supplies were brought to
Johnstown
from the University and an office was established in space
provided by the CAP agency.

CETA indicated an interest in setting up
through the Learning Center.

in

a

"skills center" in or

The secretary began an inventory of adult learning opportunities
Johnstown by contacting recognized public service agencies.

Met with the Director of Continuing Education, School Department
He needed to check with his boss and get back to
about the ABE Center.
me

Potential staff assistance from the University is held up by
hiring freeze.

a

discuss
Met with the Librarian of the Johnstown Library to
a small
for
space
be
could
Learning Center and get his ideas. There
building.
satellite center in the new library

discussed their
Met with a representative of State College and
common inter
minimal
was
There
potential involvement with the Center.
classes on
initiate
Center
est at present except a suggestion that the
receive
had
he
"parenting" in Johnstown in response to a request
.

Next steps:
Full FIPSE Proposal

1

Report

It

3

(coat.)

Expanded learning activities file
Assist with ABE proposal
Set up Community Council

lb
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TO:

Those Interested

FROM:

Bob Donnelly

SUBJECT:

Status Report -

Johnstown

Adult Learning Center as of April

1

The final proposal to the Fund for the Improvement of Post-Secondary
Education (USOE) was submitted on schedule March 17th. The proposal requested funding for three years at a rate averaging $80,000 per year.
(Of 150 final proposals requested 35 will be funded.)

The Board of Higher Education has indicated favorable reception of
our Title I proposal.
The determination of grant recipients is expected
to be made in April.
The ABE Center has not as yet been funded.
The State Regional Office has indicated that the next step is a letter from the State Department of Education to the Superintendent of Schools stating the amount
available to Johnstown to which the Superintendent will respond with
The funds available are fewer than
a proposal relative to the Center.
originally expected, and the Center is not likely to be expanded to a
full-time basis until FY '76.

Information
The inventory of learning opportunities is expanding.
on the School Department, JCC, the University, State College and a
private college has been developed and information on additional educational institutions is being gathered and prepared.

Met with a representative of the Johnstovm Women's Services
Center who indicated her interest in affiliating with the Learning Center.

lib

April 30
TO:

Acting Associate Provost

FROM:

Bob Donnelly

SUBJECT:

Comment On Status Report
As Of April 1

-

"Johnstown" Adult Learning Center

The State is dragging its feet on the ABE Center.
peculiar to this activity, but I am concerned.
pushing
is not

i

Supposedly that
have been

The FIPSE proposal slowed us down a bit as did the modification to
the BHE one.

Am still impatient, but feel we are progressing,
to date.

i

No reverberrations
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Those Interested

:

ROM:

Bob Donnelly

SUBJECi:

Status Report on

April was not

a

Johnstown

Learning Center as of May

1

very encouraging month.

The Board of Higher Education (Title I) notified us that our grant
application would not be funded. The funding for this year was given
only to new grantees.
The state Adult Basic Education Center will not be moved nor wilL
its funding be increased until after July 1.
The delay reported last
month was so extended the decision was made to maintain the status quo
fot the balance of the fiscal year.
I will maintain contact with the
Regional Office to keep current on the status of the center for
Johns town.
A new grant proposal was submitted in cooperation with an affiliate
of JCC (they were also unsuccessful in seeking refunding from the Board
of Higher Education) directly to Washington (USOE-Title I).
The
proposal was for heavy use of videotape production as a learning activity of the Learning Center.

The CETA office in an adjacent town inquired whether the Learning
Center might be able to provide employment opportunities for some
(three - four) of its clients.
The clients would decide, cooperatively
with Center staff, the kind of job they wished to do and it would be
The expectation is that the clients
funded by CETA for one year.
(many of whom are college graduates) would be interested in doing
counseling, research, or curriculum development. One referrent has
Funding for such position is expected
agreed to act as a counselor.
to be available to CETA by September.
The file of educational information and opportunities has been
expanded to include information on schools in the surrounding area.
Information on credit by examination (CLEP and/or GED) and financial
aid is also included.

Work is progressing on a needs survey to be carried out by mail.
Some 600 families in three census tracts are to be surveyed with the
intent of using the information obtained in more explicitly designing
The design of the survey and a preliminary
the program of the center.
questionnaire are completed.
place.
The initial meeting of the Center's Policy Board took

The

1

20

Report #5 (cent.)

initial members - representatives of the School Department, JCC and Liu
University - agreed to request the participation of a representative
from the CAP Agency, two community representatives and two business
representatives.
Lists of potential Advisory Council members are being
prepared.
The name of the center was fixed as the Johnstown Adult
Center for Education (JACE)
Meetings are to be held monthly.
.

One initial client was referred to the center by the CAP agency
for counseling.
He was provided information about available opportunities and given some material on JCC and the UWW program.

Report
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Those Interested

FROM:

Robert

SIJB.J

EC

1

:

S.

Donnelly

Status Report
.June

9

-

Johnstown

Adult Center for Education as

ot

l

The bulk of my effort in May went into the completion of the needs
survey.
The questionnaire was completed, pretested and revised;
arrangements were made for costs to be shared; the materials were
reproduced and were in the process of being prepared for mailing at
month end. The survey is to be done by mail to a random sample of
bOO households (potentially 2400 persons) in three selected census
tracts in Johnstown - the three tracts include one with a low average
income, one with medium income and one with high income compared to
Johnstown average. All adults (persons over 16) in the household
the
The
have been requested to complete and return a questionnaire.
information sought will help us define the perceived learning interests
The survey and questionnaire were
and needs of adults in Johnstown.
reviewed by all interested parties and their suggestions and interests
were incorporated in so far as possible.

The Fund for the Improvement of Post-Secondary Education called to
obtain more information and clarification of our outstanding grant
The information was provided orally by telephone and no
request.
I felt that their questions and concerns
follow-up letter was desired.
for a response to our request is
target
Their
were fully answered.
June 15.
CAP
As directed by the Policy Board at their April meeting, a
description
new
a
and
Board
that
to
agency representative was added
for use in
the Learning Center (JACE) was developed and approved
appropriate.
seeking added Board members when

ot

Center
Contact has been made with an Educational Opportunity
has been
director
its
(Title IV HEA) and an appointment to meet with
to the
closely
very
The guidelines for EOC's relate
„,ade lor June 3.
o
area
our
EOC in
goals of JACE and there is not presently an
for funding.
possibility
another
offer
may
Massachusetts, so it

availability of occupaEfforts have been made to ascertain the
Armed Forces. To date those
tional training materials used by the
The various training groups and/or
efforts have been unsuccessful.
of such materials, othe
commands do not acknowledge the availability
will cent --since «
:V commercially prepared ones. The search source of material for
good
materials are available and could be a
center
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July

TO:

Those Interested

FROM:

Robert S. Donnelly

SUBJECT:

Status Report July 1

Johnstown

1

Adult Center for Education as of

Contact was made with the Director of an Educational Opportunity
Center in a nearby area.
He had visited Johnstown in November and
received an unenthusiast ic reaction from a representative of the
University of Massachusetts at that time. The director had spoken
with another person in an adjacent area about establishing a "satellite"
1
contacted the EOC headEOC there.
I also contacted that person.
Boston is restructuring
quarters in Boston and at USOE in Washington.
administration
to
pressure
from Washington.
in response
their central
Mrs. Yari at USOE stated the proposal cycle for EOC's started in
January.
A comprehensive center was of no interest since her concerns
Neither Boston nor Washington were encourwere limited by statute.
At present no proposal is contemaging as to prospects for FY *76.
plated
.

The needs survey was mailed early in the month and the bulk of
The survey was sent to 628 randomly
the returns have been received.
selected households in three census tracts; to date 67 households
In
(10.67%) have responded providing responses from 119 persons.
personally
60
were
mail,
by
contacted
households
the
to
addition
visited by me, and 40 personal contacts were made. Thirteen additional
questionnaires were obtained by the direct interviews and more will be
A computer program to aid the analysis of the
returned by mail.
questionnaire has been developed and the questionnaires will be put
A preliminary analysis
on tape beginning the first week of July.
analysis expected in
final
a
with
will be provided early in July
August
to be submitted
The proposal for the Johnstown ABE Center was
full time
a
become
to
The Center is still expected
to Boston.
known.
presently
not
is
activity located at our location. The timing

are to move into
Some groups of the School Department headquarters
renovation of the high
our location in July in connection with the
Center adversely.
Their stay should not affect the Learning
school

people contacted the Center for
As a result of the survey, two
process of counseling at
Both met with me and are in the
counseling.
because the
Additional counselees are not being sought
the present.
significant au-ber.
staff

U»"

to handle any
Is not currently available

123
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A response to our grant application from the Fund for the Improvement of Post-Secondary Education is expected in the first few days of
July
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